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Debaters 
argue  gun 
control
 
issues
 
By 
Victor  Manuel
 Inzunza 
Daily stall 
writer  
The explosive
 issue 
of gun control is a 
sure-
fire bet to 
set 
off  
fireworks
 
in any debate. 
And San
 Jose 
Police 
Chief  
Joseph  
McNamara
 
and 
Richard
 E. 
Gardiner.
 assistant
 
general
 
counsel
 
for the 
National  
Rifle 
Association,
 
did  riot 
disap-
point 
the 
more  
than 100 
people
 
who 
gathered
 
to 
hear  them
 debate
 on 
Friday.  
The debate at Morris 
Dailey  Auditorium was 
part of SJSU's 
continuing  celebration 
of the bicen-
tennial 
of the U.S. 
Constitution.
 It was 
sponsored  
by
 the History 
Department  with lottery 
ands. 
McNamara,
 an 
outspoken
 advocate of gun 
control for
 more than 20 
years. 
said the "body 
count" tells the story. 
In 1983. 35 people died
 in Japan due to hand-
guns, eight in 
Great  Britain. seven in 
Canada.
 and 
10 in Australia. McNamara said. 
In the United States. 9.014 died in handgun 
homicides, he said. 
"The record of carnage in our country com-
pared to other cultures and other countries is so 
awesome that we 
have 
to
 start 
doing  something."  
McNamara said. 
"If not. 10 years from now we'll he having an-
other debate, the
 statistics will he even  re grue-
some 
than they tire 
now  
hecause
 
the 
Weapoils
 
Fee  
repeal
 
threatens
 
child  
care
 
Gulland 
center may
 close 
By Elisha Arnone 
Daily
 stall
 
writer  
The Frances Gotland Child Development Center may close if 
students
 
viitc
 
for the $8 fee decrease in 
this
 week's elections. 
Staff salaries would he cut imme-
diately 
and the qualified people would 
leave, 
said Holly Veldhuis, director of 
the center. 
"lithe
 decrease in salaries 
made 
the center so unstable and chaotic 
that
 
it wasn't good for the children. then I 
would consider closing
 the center 
down," Veldhuis said. "But we'll 
do
 
what we can to keep it 
open."  
The center, on 10th and San 
Sal-
vador 
streets,
 offers students low-cost 
child care near campus. 
Staff 
members now receive $4.50
 
an 
hour
 to watch the children. 
With the fee 
decrease,
 salaries 
would
 probably drop to $3.75. she 
said. 
Two  years ago, the center paid a 
$3.75 salary. "But it was
 hard to get  
'I don't 
think  I could 
go to school because 
of the 
high 
cost
 of 
child  care." 
 
Patricia  
Phillips,  
humanities
 senior 
anyone
 to work." 
she said. 
People
 would work for 
a week 
and quit. she said,
 and at times the 
center was 
understaffed.  
"It's not a 
healthy  
atmosphere 
or
 
the children," she 
said. 
Of the 
center's  
$140.000
 budget.
 
Se(' 
CHILD CARE, page
 6 
Bomb
 threat 
call
 
causes 
evacuation
 
By Diane NI. liejaranu 
and Stephanie
 M. Nichols 
Daily  staff 
writers
 
Business 
Classrooms were evac-
uated yesterday morning 
because
 of a 
bomb 
threat.  
Denny  Auchard. SJSU director 
of
 
space management, 
estimated  that 
about 
1.5(10 students and faculty were 
called from classes.
 
A 
phone call came
 in to the police
 
dispatch 
at 9:27 a.m. 
and  the caller 
said
 " 'There's a 
bomb  in the 
Busi-
ness Classrooms;
 " said Sgt. 
Ed An-
derson
 of the 
University  Police De-
partment.
 
Students 
were  allowed hack in the 
building
 at 10:36 a.m, after
 officers 
It is 
most  likely a 
student who had 
a 
midterm
 and didn't 
study.'
 
 Ed Anderson 
tiPit
 sergeant 
searched 
and found nothing,
 he said. 
The police notified Marshall 
Burak, 
dean  of the School of Business.
 
that nothing was 
found. Burak made 
the decision to  
resume classes. 
See 
EVACUATION,  page 6 
getting more 
potent  
Gardiner, a hoard member ot the
 American 
Civil Liberties Union. countered by claiming such 
numbers were misleading. He said comparisons 
with 
other 
countries
 
are 
irrelevant
 because of 
the 
vast differences between countries. 
The numbers create 
a false urgency 
which  lead 
people to want to pass gun control 
laws. 
"and 
hope 
the problem
 will go away." Gardiner
 said. 
"The fact is. if you analyze 
it a 
little 
more  
clo-
sely you will find that, 
unfortunately,  the problem 
is not nearly as 
dramatic.'  Gardiner said.
 
As to4he 
constitutionality 
of gun control 
laws,  
See 
DEBATE,
 page 
John 8 Lawrence  
Daily staff photographer 
Chief  Joseph
 
McNamara,
 
SJPD,  left 
and Richard F.. 
Gardiner
 of 
the 
Nat'
 al Rifle 't ssociation, 
debate gun control Friday
 night. 
'Sno
 
joke
 
Bret Polvorosa  
Daily  
stall
 photographer
 
1fter the
 official beginning 
of
 spring, the view from
 Mt. Hamilton was 
tinted with snow after
 the week-
end's
 storm. Besides 
closing  roads, the 
weather
 created perfect 
conditions to cover 
local mountain peaks
 
o ith about live inches
 of flufTy white stuff  
otherwise known as 
snow,
 
Athletics
 
can
 
keep  
unused
 
money 
By Dav id Barry 
Daily staff 
writer  
In a 
decision  that  
could  have
 se-
rious 
ramifications for Instructionally 
Related Activities and 
special
 alloca-
tions groups. the Associated Students 
Board of 
Directors
 voted lasi week
 
to 
allow the Men's and 
Women's  Ath-
letic departments
 to keep unused A.S.
 
funds. 
In the past, the 
athletic depart-
ments,
 like other 
A.S. funded 
groups, 
had to return unused 
money to the 
A.S. general fund 
at the 
end  of the 
fis-
cal year, which ends June 30. 
Vern 
Wagner.  
interim  
men's  ath-
letic director and Carol Lewis,
 asso-
ciate women's athletic director, said 
they needed the nonrevening funds 
this year to pay 
hills  such as travel ex-
penses.
 
Lewis
 expects her 
leftover  A.S. 
funds to he 
close  to $1,000. 
"It will he no more than $2,000, 
and it w
 
ill be a lot closer to $1.000." 
Lewis
 
told
 the 
hoard.  
Since track, baseball and tennis 
teams are still competing. Wagner was 
unable to come up with a figure. 
If the athletic department is al-
lowed
 to keep its money. 
then other 
A.S. groups may also be allowed to 
keep 
their money.  
A.S. President
 Tom Boothe, 
who  
is likely to approve the department's 
request, 
said he will wait before 
he 
makes a decision. 
Boothe said other 
groups may want nonreveoing funds. 
"You 
have to he consistent," 
Boothe said. "If you 
approve
 
one 
group, you have to consider other IRA 
groups.' 
Boothe said the drawback to al-
lowing all groups to have nonreverting 
funds is that it would cut into special 
allocations. 
'Money that is returned (from 
unspent A.S. funds) is used to fund 
special 
allocations,'' he said. 
This year. special allocations 
started
 
with a budget of 
SI 0.9 10. 
Allowing 
groups
 to keep money 
could lead to more efficient 
spending,
 
Boothe said.
 
Sometimes
 groups that have 
money left will just 
spend it because 
See 
ATHLETIC  'S. 
page  6 
Associated  
Students
 
Election 
1987 
Circular
 
may 
have
 
violated 
election 
code  
By 
David  Barry 
Daily 
staff 
writer  
The 
Associated Students election 
hoard is asking the A.S. judiciary to 
determine 
whether  a flier handed out at 
Wednesday's candidate forum violated 
the 
election 
code. 
This decision was
 made after Paul 
Romero.
 
ASAP's  
vice-presidential  
candidate,  
brought
 the nier 
along 
with its 
possible violations
  to the 
hoard's
 attention.
 
The 
complaint, 
submitted  to the 
tudiciary.  oftly 
deals  with the 
flier  
Neither
 the hoard
 nor 
Romero  
had proof
 of who distributed the
 flier. 
The flier. 
typed  on white 
paper,
 
addresses  the 
proposed  repeal  of last 
Edward Ledesma Daily 
stall  
photographer
 
Mike
 Schulkins, 
senior 
physics major, 
roasts 
ASAP
-sponsored
 
franks.  
year's Sit 
student
 association fee in-
crease.
 
It claims that, if 
elected,  the 
ASAP party
 will decrease student fees 
by $15 and 
cut  programs such as 
Wednesday and Thursday
 night cin-
ema 
programs, concerts, guest lec-
tures, co-rec activities, and student 
clubs
 and
 
organiations.
 
The  
flier 
then 
states
 
voters 
shouldn't
 
vote 
ASAP.
 
Both the Responsible Alliance 
and the Hedonistic Opportunistic 
Guild are now campaigning 
See FLIER. 
back  page 
Fee decrease
 
enlivens
 1987 
elections
 
By 
David  Barry 
Daily 
staff  writer 
What if they held an election and 
no one 
disagreed? 
Seem unbelievable? 
Well, if it hadn't been
 for the pro-
posed repeal of last year's Sit student 
association fee increase,
 the upcoming 
Associated Students election would 
have  followed this scenario. 
With the exception of this one Mi-
tiative. which 
the Responsible Alli-
ance and the Hedonistic Opportunistic
 
Guild are against
 and ASAP is for, the 
election
 has
 
boiled down
 to noncontro-
versial stands.
 
For example. the HOG party 
would like meal cards to he 
used for 
beer. 
"They  
allow 
you to 
use 
meal  
cards
 in 
the  sweet 
shop
 
on
 
an 
empty  
stomach,
 
why 
shouldn't
 you
 he 
al-
lowed,
 
if you're 
21. to 
use 
your card 
lor 
beer in the Pubs.'" said Dave 
Car-
roll, 
HOG  presidential 
candidate.  
The 
REAL  party is in favor 
of
 ex-
panding cultural 
programs,
 campus 
safety and 
working with the
 California 
State
 Student Association.
 
News 
Analysis
 
''We want to 
help
 provide quality 
education."
 
said 
Mike McLennan. 
REAL presidential candidate. 
One of these key points is lobby-
ing the 
('SSA
 for help in trying to get 
housing for the students who will he 
displaced by the 
closure 
of Spartan 
City. 
"Something has to 
he done." he 
said. "When Spartan City closes some 
students 
may have to terminate their 
educations."
 
The ASAP party is 
for 
providing
 
paper  towels 
to the 
dorm
 students and 
cutting 
the  cost of 
hooks  in the 
hook 
store. 
"I 
beet that 
Spartan  
Shops
 has a 
monopoly  on 
campus." 
said Susan 
Chargin. 
presidential
 
candidate  
for 
ASAP.
 "I 
would  
lobby
 
through  the 
Student 
Union
 Board of Directors and 
the 
Spartan
 
Shops
 
Board  
of Directors 
to ClIl 
Cilsh.  I 
would also 
try to 
get  a 
higher 
return 
for
 hooks at the end of 
the 
semester.  
"Anything  is 
possible."  said 
Ed 
Zant, director 
of Spartan Shops. 
"But  
our 
prices  are comparable 
with  other 
university
 hook
 stores.
 
"We don't make our money on 
hooks. we make it  
on
 the other items 
in the 
store,'' he said.
 
But other 
than these "issues" 
the 
parties could he mirror 
images  of one 
another. 
See 
ELECTION.
 back page 
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Let's
 keep
 
SJSU
 
student
-oriented
 
The
 
Spartan
 Daily opposes the 
initiative
 to 
repeal
 last year's 
$8
 Associated 
Students 
fee 
increase. 
The last 
A.S.  fee increase
 for full-time
 
students  came in 
1967
 when it was 
raised from 
$7.50 to 
$10. After 
20
 years, a fee 
increase is 
long 
overdue.  
At 
$18 per 
semester,
 SJSU has
 the 12th -
lowest 
fee  in the I9
-campus  California
 State 
University  system.
 If the fee 
were
 rolled hack 
to $10, 
SJSU would 
rank the 
lowest.
 
Although  
proponents
 of 
the  initiative
 
claim 
student  
services  
wouldn't  
suffer
 
ii the 
A.S. 
budget
 were 
cut nearly 
in half, 
in
 reality 
several  
programs  
would  be hurt
 - 
specifically  
Instructionally
 Related
 Activites,
 which 
pro-
vides 
partial
 funding 
to programs
 like the 
Spar-
tan Daily 
and  KSJS. 
Keep
 SJSU a 
student -oriented
 campus, 
vote
 "no" on the 
fee 
decrease.
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The
 
Spartan 
Daily  
endorses
 
McLennan,
 
Romero,
 Johnson 
Academic
 Senate 
rhe Daily endorses four 
candidates  for the 
live Academic Senate 
positions open. 
Simeon Aronson, an ASAP candidate.
 
seems realistic 
about the limits of the office. 
Aronson. a junior 
majoring
 in information re-
source 
management,  also understands 
that he 
would he 
representing  the students on a 
mostly  
faculty group. He said 
he would encourage in-
structors to make learning a first 
priority. We 
admire his individuality. 
Doren Troupe. a REAL 
candidate  and a 
senior 
finance major, gave us empty answers in 
her candidate profile last week 
but seems to 
have a 
realistic understanding of what a student 
senator can
 
do.  
REAL's Leah Cardona.
 a political sci-
ence junior, has a good understanding 
of cam-
pus
 problems. She also said she wants senators 
to work more closely
 with the A.S. board of di-
rectors. 
REAL candidate
 Celeste Gonzalez, a 
journalism senior,  said she 
intends  to represent 
the minority student on the Senate. She also 
stressed her 
journalism background would 
pro-
vide 
objectivity.
 We admire that, but would 
rather  hear her speak up as a Senate member. 
Ed 
Brumbaugh. a 
senior
 business major 
on the 
REAL
 slate, gave canned, empty 
an-
swers to the 
Daily's  questions. We do 
respect. 
though, that he 
doesn't  want to cut student 
pro-
grams.
 
ASAP 
candidate  Patrick 
Greely.
 an indus-
trial technology 
senior,
 seemed more intent on 
slamming
 the REAL platform 
than demonstrat-
ing any 
understanding
 of what his 
role
 would 
be. His ideas are his 
party's,  not his own. 
And Frank Martin,
 a senior finance 
major 
on the ASAP slate, showed 
even less of an un-
derstanding of the 
Senate.  Instead, he harped 
on the amount of 
paper work in the A.S. busi-
ness 
office.  
Student  Services
 
Bret 
Polsorosa,
 the 
unopposed  
REAL 
candidate for 
director  of student services,  
is a 
Spartan 
Daily staff 
photographer
 For
 
that 
rea-
son. 
we make 
no endorsement. 
Rights,
 
Responsibility
 
The Spartan Daily 
endorses REAL candi-
date Bob 
Gunter.
 a sophomore 
majoring in 
political
 science, for director
 of student rights 
and responsibility
 because of his 
experience  
with the
 A.S. Gunter is 
currently  director of 
California state 
student affairs, and 
while  he 
has  not accomplished as 
much  as we would 
have liked, he has 
shown  desire and sincerity. 
He has worked 
hard on behalf of 
SJSU
 
students,
 and has sacrificed  
academic  perfor-
mance to attend 
meetings  around the state. 
Through his 
experience.
 Gunter has ma-
tured, 
developed an understanding
 of the A.S.. 
and  is acquainted with 
this director's duties. 
On the other hand. 
Gunter's opponent. 
Dina Braun of the
 ASAP party, has not 
demon-
strated
 she understands 
the role of the 
A.S.  , 
nor 
does 
she  appear 
to
 know the
 
specifics  of 
this
 office 
Sponsored 
Programs
 
The Spartan
 Daily 
endorses  REAL
 candi-
date 
Francois 
Larrivee.  a 
senior
 English 
major,  for director
 of sponored
 programs be-
cause 
during  interviews 
he
 demonstrated 
sensi-
tivity
 for a diverse 
range of cultural
 interests, 
and said he would 
work  to bring programs 
to
 
SJSU that 
would  benefit 
the  university's 
image.
 
Conversely.
 ASAP 
candidate 
John
 Bliss. 
in a 
Nov.
 5 letter to 
the Daily. 
denounced,Gay
 
and Lesbian 
Awareness 
Week,  saying 
A.S.
 
money 
would be 
better  spent on 
a full -page 
ad
 
with names 
and photographs
 of participants
 so 
"the 
rest
 of us could
 then 
recognize
 them in-
stantly and 
keep  a safe 
distance   in this
 case 
about
 six miles." 
We 
believe
 Larrivee 
will keep 
the  inter-
ests 
of all students in 
mind,  and urge a 
vote  for 
him. 
Personnel  
Although the decision was
 a tough one he -
cause 
both candidates are qualified and seem to 
have a good knowledge
 of the Associated Stu-
dents. the Daily endorses REAL's Michele 
Bertolone. a junior in political science,  be-
cause during her interview she demonstrated 
the best understanding of the specifics of per-
sonnel director. When asked if she foresaw 
problems and challenges for 
the position. Ber-
tolone answered she 
would  like to get students 
on campus anti involve them with A.S. com-
mittees -- something that is 
vital to the AS.. 
and a (ask that is definitely a challenge. 
Non-Trad Affairs 
ffie Daily 
endorses REAL candidate Pat-
ricia Phillips, a senior majoring in humanities. 
Phillips is a mature candidate, and is her-
self a non-traditional student since she is a stu-
dent parent.
 She also has experience working 
with the A.S. board of 
directors and the CSSA. 
She sticks to the issues and has a grasp of what 
she 
wants  
to do in 
office. 
Christine Derenzi relies too much on 
her 
party's line and
 doesn't show enough concern
 
and autonomy for the
 position. 
Intercultural  Affairs 
The Daily endorses REAL candidate 
Quynh Gino
 Bui, a junior majoring in Infor-
mation Resource Management. 
Even though
 
Hui is running unopposed, 
we endorse her for the position partly because 
of her experience in being the president 
of
 the 
Vietnamese  Student Association. We feel that 
through this, and the fact that 
she is a foreign 
student, Hui understands the needs
 of
 
interna-
tional students. 
But seems to profess a genuine interest in 
bringing groups of differing cultures into the 
mainstream of 
campus.  
Ethnic Affairs 
The Daily endorses HOG candidate 
Guil-
lermo
 Campos. a senior
 majoring in computer
 
science . 
Campos is our choice because he would 
like 
to make more students 
aware  of financial 
aid, the Affirmative
 Action and Equal Oppor-
tunity Program services. We. as Campos, be-
lieve these are vital
 for students ill he informed 
about.   
ASAP 
candidate Lu Nguyen is against
 
"little 
things like spending 
money  on many un-
necessary
 artworks and 
things like that." 
We 
feel  art enhances the 
campus community,
 and 
to not support it is 
outrageous.
 
Arid l 
Cruz was 
very
 general in his 
interview
 and couldn't pin 
down exactly 
what  his views were.
 
Community 
Affairs
 
The Daily 
endorses ASAP
 party 
candidate
 
Phil 
McAvoy.
 a sophomore
 majoring in 
politi-
cal 
science. 
McAvoy's 
past
 experience  in 
community  
matters gives him an 
understanding  of the 
needs 
of students on campus
 and in the sur-
rounding neighborhoods.
 He acknowledges 
the  
need to unify SJSU with the surrounding com-
munity and is specific 
about  the challenges of 
his position. McAvoy
 displays a professional 
attitude, which 
is
 an important aspect of a posi-
tion with such
 high visibility in the San 
Jose 
community.  
REAL's Rick Thomas, a senior majoring 
in accounting, has some experience on 
campus  
committees, hut does 
not  indicate any individ-
ual characteristics to identify him as the better 
candidate. He is not specific
 about his posi-
tion's
 
responsibilities. 
Communications  
The Spartan Daily endorses ASAP candi-
date Rub 
Franco,
 a senior majoring
 in com-
munication 
studies,
 because he appears to have 
a better understanding of the A.S. and 
this po-
sition than REAL
 opponent Donna Kaylor. 
While we were unimpressed 
with Fran-
co's constant espousel
 of the ASAP party line 
and the merits of the proposed fee 
decrease,  we 
were even less impressed with Kaylor's lack of 
specific answers about this position and her al-
most apathetic 
stand  on fiscal matters. 
Cal 
State  Affairs
 
The Daily 
endorses  REAL party candidate 
Torn Boothe, a senior majoring in business.
 
Boothe is the 
obvious
 choice  for this posi-
tion, not only 
because  he is unchallenged, hut 
because he is probably 
more knowledgable 
about the 
needs of SJSU students than many of 
the  students themselves. 
Having
 served as As-
sociated Student president this past 
year,  
Boothe  demonstrates a full 
understanding
 of 
SJSU and the 
California  State University 
sys-
tem 
 and a 
professionalism  and 
dedication  to 
both. 
Business
 Affairs 
The 
Daily  endorses 
REAL  party 
candidate
 
Monica 
Cushing.
 a freshman 
majoring
 in mar-
keting. 
Cushing
 is familiar
 with the 
A.S.  budget
-
Waiting for an 
Echo
 
A.S. Elections: Welcome
 to 
the  
greatest
 
show 
on earth 
The
 past 
sseek 01 A S election
 campaigning has
 ot 
fered a real -life lesson in the 
futility of American 
politics  
First, a hit of background: Long 
ago, God decided 
he 
wasn't too keen on anarchy,
 so He created leadership.
 
He developed 
politicians  so the 
people  without any 
other 
purpose
 in life would 
have
 something to do. 
He estab-
lished 
political
 
ideologies
 and parties so that candidates
 
and families 
at the dinner 
table  would 
have
 something 
to 
disagree about
 . And 
somewhere
 along the 
way. He cre-
ated elections
 to whisk 
those  with such 
aspirations 
into 
office.  
Since then,
 things have 
never  been the 
same.
 
Election 
campaigns
 are, by their 
very nature, inter-
esting sorts
 of things. They mark 
a time when normally 
unconcerned  people 
find
 
themselves espousing
 earth -
shattering 
convictions.  Those who 
are normally involved
 
find themselves 
going off the deep 
end. Their lives be-
come a 
day-to-day struggle to defeat the  
had guys and 
save the 
universe.  
Sometimes
 there are real issues 
at
 stake But often, 
the arguing and 
bickering are 
largely
 without 
substance.  
In such
 cases, they 
become  simple 
contests  drawn on 
"no, no. vote 
for me, my party is 
better"  lines 
!ritortunately
 . this
 >ear.. 
.Nssociated
 Student cam-
paign has been 
a perfect case in 
itint.
 
For 
starters,  the sum of
 politically 
conscious
 stu-
dents equaled 
only
 three measly 
parties.  Three parties.
 
That
 
included  
everyone front
 the left, the
 right and any-
where in between. 
And  of those parties, 
only
 one could 
scrape 
up
 a full roster. Add to 
that the absence of even 
a 
single independent
 candidate and you have 
a grim portrait 
of the SJSU 
political atmosphere. 
Representative  
government?
 Sorry folks,
 not here. 
Alternatives
 and choices are 
precursors
 to plurality. 
A living, breathing 
university the site of S.ISI.1 
should he able to 
cough  up at least 50 viable 
candidates 
for
 its A.S. elections.  Is it possible 
that no one knew the 
filing deadline?
 
It would be horrendous
 to 
think  that SJSU 
is really the 
apathetic  political wasteland many accuse it 
of being. 
Accepting
 
the  lineup 
of candidates
 for what
 it is, 
though,  the 
campaigning
 has hardly  
been worth
 a 
yawn.
 Among 
the  problems:
 
V The 
lack of any 
real issues. 
True, the fee
 increase 
repeal
 has been 
beaten  into 
the  ground, 
hut what else
 is 
there? 
Child care,
 athletics, 
text hook 
prices 
these 
4 
ing process 
and 
the A.S. hoard of 
directors.  
Recently 
appointed to the business
 affairs posi-
tion, she has shown
 
an understanding of stu-
dent organizations
 and individual
 student 
needs. She does not 
make
 budget promises she 
will
 not 
have
 the authority to carry out,
 and ac-
knowledges  and 
demonstrates
 a clear under-
standing of the 
powers  and limitations 
of the 
position.
 
ASAP candidate Kelly Hogan,  a freshman 
majoring in psychology, gives party rhetoric 
answers,
 emphasiting her ability 
to vt ork
 
a 
th 
others on the board and not demonstrating .in  
individual
 strengths 
or
 
knowledge
 of 
the
 
bud-
geting 
process  
Academic Affairs 
The Daily endorses
 REAL party candidate 
Dan McIntosh. a senior 
majoring in manage-
ment. 
McIntosh is 
perceived as an experienced 
campus  leader. He founded the campus 
chapter  
of the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity and has 
been a student 
member
 of the Academic Sen-
ate  important because
 as director of aca-
demic affairs he'll help represent
 the A.S. at 
Senate 
meetings.  
His ASAP 
opponent,
 Dennis Blythe. a se-
nior 
double
 majoring
 in finance and 
econom-
ics,  doesn't seem 
to understand the Senate as 
well. Blythe's ideas tend 
to follow the ASAP 
party line. 
Controller
 
The Daily endorses REAL
 party candidate 
Victoria Johnson,
 a senior majoring
 in office 
management. 
Regardless of the 
turnout,  the controller 
race promises
 to he one of 
the 
election's  
most  
interesting
 - it boasts two 
highly qualified 
candidates. 
Steve Cressy. a 
senior majoring in busi-
ness,  ran as 
an
 independent for 
the  sante posi-
tion last year. 
Although
 he has linked up 
with  
the 
ASAP  party this time 
around, his hard -nose
 
stand for 
discretionary  spending 
remains. With 
a limited A.S. 
budget,  this is an 
important
 
quality
 for a controller
 to possess. 
Johnson.
 however,  has the 
edge  over 
Cressy. Coming
 off a successful term as Direc-
tor of Personnel. Johnson
 is well versed in the 
workings 
of A.S. In the past year, she managed 
to fill a number of 
vacancies
 which could  have 
crippled the 
board. And she did
 so in a meticu-
lous. scrutiniting manner.
 
Johnson  is arguably 
the  most 
professional
 
officer around,  with
 the possible exception
 of 
President
 Tom Boothe. By 
transferring  her 
knowledge and her 
attention  to detail to the 
controller's
 office.  
Johnson
 
would  continue 
to
 
bean asset 
to
 the A.S. 
Vice President
 
The  Daily endorses ASAP 
party  candidate 
Paul
 Romero, a senior
 majoring in 
economics
 
and 
political
 science. 
Romero
 is the consummate politician. He 
is a gifted 
speaker with a 
convincing  manner. 
He is intelligent,  
yet restrained. 
His name 
wields 
respect
 around the 
A.S.
 chambers in 
Scott 
G.
 
Hamilton
 
comprise the 
pittance  of other topics mentioned,
 and they 
all revolve around money. 
, The 
non-existence
 of substantial party 
differentia-
tion.
 REAL is student service -oriented. ASAP is too.
 but 
it wants to save money. With 
promises  of more for more 
and more for less, we 
have our own 
Young  Moderate 
Democrats and Young Moderate 
Republicans.
 The situa-
tion 
is amusing but unproductive.  
, A lack
 of 
individuality  among
 candidates. Far too 
many 
(tithe
 responses given in the Daily profile
 inter-
views
 were uninformed,  evasive or empty 
party  gibber-
ish. What the reader saw was edited for length, and some 
of the  candidates should 
be thankful 
for that 
Where's the publicity? With the new,  higher cap 
on campaign spending,  you'd think
 there would be post-
ers, fliers and buttons everywhere. REAL has done a 
fairly good .iob.
 But overall visibility has been nothing 
spite of his 
limited
 involvement there. 
The big-
gest question is why he 
chose  not to run for 
president. 
Terry McCarthy. 
Romero's  REAL party 
opponent,
 
carries  his own hag of flash 
and pi -
tat,. A junior 
majoring  in political science, 
McCarthy has a considerable amount of 
experi-
ence in 
student  government, with one 
catch:  
the majority  ol it has been at Foothill College. 
His 
most
 v isitsl 
claims to fame at 
SJSU have 
been as president of the Ski Club and founder 
of the 
Frisbee Club. 
Romero is more down-to-earth. He 
is
 real, 
if not REAL. He is 
gutsy  and gritty, and he 
deals well with people. Even if his 
student fee 
hike repeal doesn't pass 
and  his presidential 
running mate
 Susan 
Chargin  
doesn't 
win.  we 
believe he is mature
 enough to function well in 
office %kith student interests in mind 
President 
The Daily endorses 
REA'.  party candidate 
Michael McLennan, a senior
 majoring in 
business.  
For the 
sake
 of perspective, it should
 be 
noted that our endorsement of McLennan is al-
most as strongly a non -endorsement of his
 
competitors. 
HOG
 
party  
candidate
 
David  Carroll. a se-
nior majoring in industrial design, says stu-
dents should some for hint because it will 
"make them feel good." He also 
says  he per-
ceives the 
important
 role of A.S. president as 
"a figurehead." If Carroll 
really
 has some-
thing to offer, he is hiding it too well behind a 
I 
ront ol 
defiance.  
A junior majoring in accounting and infor-
mation
 resource 
management.
 ASAP candidate
 
Susan Chargin is trying to take on more than 
she can handle. Her influence has been mini-
mal as assistant 
director
 
ill  
the 
Student
 Union 
Board of Directors. Simply put. Chargin is too 
nice. She lacks the mental toughness and quick
 
decisiveness needed to he 
president.  If Char -
gin and her much stronger vice presidential 
candidate Paul Romero were elected. Romero 
could keep her afloat: without hint, she would 
drown. 
Whether McLennan has 
what it takes re-
mains to he seen. Currently, he presides over 
the 
yet -to -be -opened Washington 
Square  Fed-
eral 
Union,  a position
 which 
says
 
something
 
about his intelligence 
and  determination. Mc-
Lennan also carries a unique stamp of appro-
val:  He is the hand-picked succesor of Presi-
dent
 Tom Boothe. Boothes 
judgment has been 
nearly impeccable in the past. hut
 then again. 
A.S. is 
often deservingly accused 
of
 being 
rather incestuous.
 
From 
a policy 
standpoint.
 McLennan 
sounds 
like the People's Candidate. He 
voices
 
concern
 over parking and student
 awareness. In 
sharp contrast to the 
ASAP party cost
-cutters,
 
he gives high
 priority to IRA funding. But 
per-
haps most admirably. 
McLennan  says he will 
listen to all points of view in order to "go to 
bat" for his student constituents. 
Assuming he 
has the necessary strength 
for 
leadership.  such a humble 
attitude could 
make McLennan just the
 person to step into 
Boothe's  hard -in -tiff shoes, 
compared  to past years. There's no need for flamboyant 
e WC!, , hut no one will listen il there's nothing to hear. 
So what's a voter 
to 
do? 
Most
 of them will do 
nothing.  
Maddening  
as it 
is for 
those of us who want 
something
 more from 
this university
 than 
five hours or 
classes
 on 
Tuesdays
 and 
Thursdays,  an astmmically high majority of the 25.891
 
students will let the elections pass 
unnoticed.
 If turnout 
plays
 true to last year's form 
and you can het it will 
more 
than  
23,000  
votes
 will he thrown out the window. 
It's been
 said a 
million  times. 
Make this a 
million 
and one: 
Anyone
 who
 
doesn't
 vote 
is
 not 
only 
irresponsi-
ble, but 
they
 forfeit their
 right to bitch
 and
 
complain  
about next year's A.S.
 hoard. 
Remembering
 for a 
moment
 that the 
A.S. elections 
are 
reflective  of 
American
 
politics,
 
the  pathetic
 turnout 
shouldn't be surprising. The 
voters
 in this 
nation  have a 
history  of being miserably 
apathetic, anyway. 
Rut in the 
end,
 the problems 
with  
candidates, parties 
and
 campaigns  don't justify 
voter  
indifference.
 This is an 
imperfect
 world, and 
we
 all have to 
function  as hest 
as
 we 
can 
V.1111111 II 
Scott G. Hamilton
 Is 
the 
editor  and he hopes ev-
eryone 
gets
 to the polls 
Wednesday  and 'thursday,
 If 
for no other reason. to defeat the fee increase repeal. 
Wilting for an Echo appears ever) other "ruesday. 
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ASPIRE
 
knocks
 
down  
pins 
to 
raise  child
 
care  dollars 
By 
Diane  
Bejarano
 
Daily start writer 
Twenty
 students 
and  the ASPIRE
 
stall. 
including  two 
parents From 
the 
child care 
center,
 struck down
 pins and 
dodged 
stray bowling 
halls Saturday 
at
 
the Student 
Union  howling 
alley.  
The  ASPIRE 
Student  
Association
 
held a 
howl-a-thon
 and raised
 about 
$1,000
 
to 
help  support 
the Frances 
GuIland 
Child 
Development  
Center 
and 
provide
 money Mr 
ASPIRE  schol-
arships 
and 
social
 events.
 
ASPIRE
 stands for
 academic 
sup-
port 
program
 tor 
increased  
retention  in 
education. 
said  Tontmas 
Pizzo,  AS-
PIRE 
Student
 
Association
 
president.
 
The program
 serves about
 250 
students
 
in need 
of tutoring 
and 
counseling.
 
"We make hetter 
tutors than 
howlers," said ASPIRE tutor Jim 
Rowen after 
Saturday's  howl-a-thon. 
Each  howler 
played
 three games
 
and 
had  about 10 to 20 sponsors
 who 
pledged  one to 10 
cents  for each pin 
knocked
 down. 
'We
 had some spectacles,
 not 
(many)
 spectators.   
Pint) said 
Bob
 
Fol.  an SJSU warehouse
 
worker  
in 
central receiving. 
whir
 
had 
41/2 
pages  
with
 about
 
26 sponsors 
per 
page, howled
 down 424 pins in three 
games. "Some
 people pledged 
$4 and 
$10
 
whether  I howled
 or 
not,''
 he said. 
There
 were about three or four se-
rious 
howlers
 but 
"everyone's
 out 
there to have fun; 
 said Leo Alvillar. 
ASPIRE counselor. 
ASPIRE is hoping to donate $5011 
to the 
childcare  center. Irene 
Davis,
 
administrative assistant Mr ASPIRE 
said. 
The rest of the money will he 
used for ASPIRE scholarships and so-
cial events. 
Two years 
ago. ASPIRE had an-
other howl-a-thon. 
The group raised 
approximately  $1.000 in that event. 
Baker said. 
"The (childcare center)
 is a 
needed ler% ice on 
campus and we 
think it's uer% important." AI% illar 
said. 
Joe Gosen  patty start
 photographer 
Nine
-year -old Sam Kane participates in Saturday's bowl-a-thon.
 
The ASPIRE Student Associa-
tion. w Mt 
about
 10 
activ 
e members, 
brings people Who hav e 
mmie
 (long in 
common  together for social ev erns like 
v 
Mei, night or the spring barbecue. 
he 
said. 
Pizzo. a senior 
economies
 
major.
 
explained 
that
 ASPIRE 
students
 
come  
to the UM% el silk III good standing. 
Students vs ho quaht y tor ASPIRE 
help are disahled. minority , 
financially 
disadvantaged,
 or students
 on 
demic
 probation,
 he said. 
''We do our own direct mailing to 
students  
vs ho 
qualify, and 
a good 
ma-
jority
 
It  
students)
 are 
trom disabled 
student wry ices.'  said Connie Baker, 
director
 ot ASPIRE. 
The Iunits raised Saturday should 
he good
 or
 about a 
year."
 she said. 
"It ia as real successtul." 
Videos
 
to feature 
Chinese  emperor 
By Gene C. 
Johnson  Jr. 
Daily 
staff 
writer  
Archaeological
 !Hidings 4)1
 
China's I irst emperor  vv
 ill combine 
with 
interactive video 
disk technology 
and 
microcomputers  today 
in a video 
presentation by 
Ching-Chih  Chen. as-
sociate dean 
of
 Simmons School of Li-
brary  and Information Science
 in Bos-
ton, Mass. 
The  presentation will 
he
 held in 
the Art Building. Room 133 at 9:30
 
a.m, to 
document  the emperor's tomb 
in Xian. China, with a reception to fol-
low in Clark 
Library,  Room 511. 
This 
event  will he a 
chance  to 
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The presentation
 
include,  
intim 
minion about Emperor Huang 's histor 
teal
 contributions during hi, 15- 
,ear  
reign. such :us standardizing w eights 
and measures and w ritten characters. 
completing the Great 
Wall  of China, 
and establishing a system of roads and 
canals. 
The 
loath  ot
 the
 
emperor
 
is lo-
cated near Xian. China w here the 
7.000 figures are buried in its litary  
''They're still digging burials,'' 
said Ruth Miller. library 
director. 
"The statues
 hive
 de,eloped  arthri-
tis." 
aca-
Archaeologists
 hay c dug 
sand 
away from the tomb,  
ev
 
posing
 
imr-
hons of the statues 
such as the knees. 
because they 
have
 begun 
to 
sag
 
as
 a re-
sult 
of
 
being
 
exposed to the air,  she 
said 
To retrieve the 
intormation for 
the 
presentation.  ('hen w 
ill use Digital 
Equipment
 Corporation Sy stem 
Hard-
ware. 
This  consists 
of a personal
 com-
puter 
with  a 10 megabyte 
subsystem.
 a 
13 -inch 
color 
monitor,  a video disk 
player and a unit
 that serves as an in-
terface 
between the computer
 and the 
video
 disk player 
Chen 
will present i 
vs 
i 
douhie.
 
sided
 analog
 v ;deo
 
it
 
consisting
 of 
216.000 frames 
i 
ri s 
isuil 
mages and a 
I  V. 
it
-hour narration in double sound 
tracks of English and (.hinese.  
Dateline
 
Sick 
hostage offered for trade
 
111-.11
 t 
..1. 
Lebanon (AP) - Moslem 
kidnappers  
said
 Monday 
an American 
hostage  
is so ill he may die 
soon and 
uttered 
to
 trade
 
him for 
100 Arab 
prisoners  
held in Israel. 
Another 
group 
said it had canceled plans
 to kill a 
French captive. 
A handwritten statement in Arabic delivered to the 
Beirut
 
newspaper
 An-Nahar said Alann 
Steen.  47. of 
Boston -may 
die within 10 days" and demanded that 
the United 
States  persuade Israel to make the exchange.
 
It was signed by Islamic Jihad for the 
Liberation
 ol 
Palestine,
 which holds Steen, two other Americans
 and 
an Indian. All were teachers
 at Beirut University College
 
when  they were abducted from the 
west
 Beirut campus 
in 
January
 
An-Nahar said the statement
 was accompanied by a 
photograph  ot another of the 
four
 hostages. 53 -year -old 
Robert Polhill
 of New York City 
The Revolutionary Justice Organization released a 
videotape of 
French
 hostage Jean-Louis
 Normandin, 35. 
It said plans to kill him Tuesday had been canceled be-
cause of appeals from Sheik 
Mohammed Hussein Fadlal-
lah and Greek Catholic Archbishop Hilarion Capudji. 
Fadlallah is the most influential Shiite Moslem 
cleric  with Lebanon's
 Iranian -hacked militant 
factions.  
Capudji was horn in Syria and has close ties to the Pales-
tine Liberation Organization of Yassir Arafat. 
New  
B-1 
bomber
 
restricted
 
WASHINGTON  (API
 
Air  
Force  
pilots  
assigned
 
to 
the 
new
 
B- I B 
bomber
 have 
been 
(lying 
under  
special
 
restrictions  
for the 
last 
month  
while  the 
service 
attempts
 
to 
work
 
through
 
problems  
with 
some
 of the
 plane's
 crit-
ical 
equipment.
 
Lt. Col. Jeff Baker, a spokesman for the Air Forre 
Systems
 Command, asserted Monday the blight resolc. 
tions were for the most part routine and imposed with an 
eye toward assuring safety during the break-in of a new 
airplane. 
The 
restrictions  
intrxised  last 
month 
prohibit  B- I 
crews from  
using  the ECM 
gear at the 
same
 time they 
are  
using  the 
bomber's terrain
-following
 radar 
system.  That 
radar 
system  is 
considered
 essential
 to allowing 
the plane 
to hug the
 ground and 
penetrate  enemy 
radar defenses. 
The 
restrictions 
also  prevent 
11-  I crews 
from
 using 
the 
terrain
-following
 radar at 
night. 
Canceled by 
President  Carter in 
1977. the B-111 
was resurrected
 by President Reagan
 in 1981. Congress
 
subsequently approved
 the purchase of 
100 BA's at a 
total 
cost  of $20.5 billion
 in 1981 dollars.  
Thirty-five  
have been 
delivered
 so far. 
Cable  bans 
banned 
WASHINGTON (API -- The 
Supreme
 
Court on 
Monday  tied the 
hands
 of state officials
 seeking to ban 
sexually 
explicit  material 
and  nudity from 
cable tele-
vision.
 
By a 7-2 
vote,  the court 
struck  down a 
Utah
 law that 
prohibited  
"indecent'' programs
 on cable 
broadcasts  ex-
cept 
during  the 
hours  of 
midnight
 to 7 a.m.
 
The 
court issued 
a one -sentence
 decision 
upholding  
a federal
 appeals 
court  ruling. 
Chief  Justice 
William H. 
Rehnquist 
and  Justice 
Sandra  Day 
O'Connor 
voted  to 
hear 
arguments  in 
the
 case, hut 
four votes 
are  needed to 
grant such 
review.
 
"The transmission 
of sexually explicit programs by 
cable television into homes where cable 
television
 is de-
sired hut 
sexually  explicit programming is not has be-
come in recent years a matter 
of
 grave concern to many 
states." they said. 
Thalidomide  
gains  respect 
SAN DIEGO (AP) 
Thalidomide,  the 
notorious
 
sleeping pill that caused thousands 
of
 birth detects in the 
1950s. is being used to reverse 
a common deadly reac-
tion in patients
 receiving hone marrow transplants,
 re-
searchers say. 
Experts  believe the drug could 
represent a signifi-
cant advance in the
 treatment ol transplant patients if fa-
vorable early results 
hold up in later tests 
The medicine appears to prevent 
or relieve a dan-
gerous reaction called graft -versus -host
 disease. This 
can occur in 
many
 different kinds of transplants 
butts es-
pecially common alter hone
 marrow transplantation. 
which  is often 
perlormed  
on
 people with
 
leukemia  or 
lymphoma 
II
 it works as well as the researchers
 hope. it could 
replace 
cyclosporin
 in treating transplant 
patients.
 Cy-
closporin 
prevents the body Irom attacking
 the trans-
planted organ by 
suppressing  the body 's 
immune
 re-
sponses.  
Thalidomide 
causes severe birth 
detects  it taken 
by
 
women in their first 
three  months ot pregnancy 
Except  
for 
this  complication. 
however,  thalidomide is 
consid-
ered to he an 
extremely
 sale drug and has 
far fewer side 
effects than cyclosporin.
 which can damage the 
kidneys.  
'Twilight' pilot 
says  he forgot 
1.0S 
ANGELES
 (AP) The 
"Twilight  Zone" he-
licopter pilot 
testified  Monday he 
lost 
part 
ot his memory 
due to post -traumatic  
stress syndrome alter a latal 
movie 
accident and 
required
 
psychotherapy  
to recall 
details
 of 
the crash. 
Dorcey 
Wingo.  testifying at his manslaughter trial, 
said an explosion rocked 
his  helicopter just before it 
crashed, and he was
 among the last to learn 
that actor 
Vic Morrow and two children
 had died. 
Wingo. 
director John Landis,  
associate producer 
George  Folsey Jr.. special effects 
coordinator  Paul Stew-
art and 
pnxitiction
 manager Dan Allinghain
 are charged 
with involuntary manslaughter. 
Wingo said some things
 preceding the crash are still 
lost from his memory. 
'There are still 
gaps here and 
there.'
 said Wingo. 
Deputy District
 Attorney Lea 
Put-win D' 
Agostino  
said outside court there are many
 
contradictions
 
between  
Wingo's  testimony' at the 
trial
 and his statements to the 
National  Transportation Safety 
Board
 immediately after 
the July 
1982 accident. 
Columnist hopefuls
 narrowed 
CHICAGO (AP) 
- A 
cop.  a 
commodities 
broker 
and a Vietnamese refugee who 
teaches
 
school
 are 
among  
the 1(18 entrants 
who
 
have survived the first 
cut  
outIi
 
11.000 
people  who responded to the Chicago 
Sun 
Times' 
contest
 to replace advice columnist
 Ann Landers 
The 
contest
 
was  
sparked
 
when  Eppie 
Lederer,
 
who
 
writes 
the  popular feature under the pen 
name Ann Land-
ers. moved
 across
 town to the rival Chicago Tribune. 
The 108 semifinalist, 
sill
 he notified 
by
 mail and 
receive
 four sample 
questions  
Their 
responses
 will he 
reviewed and the same Sun -Times 
editors
 who narrowed 
the original field to 108 will make a second cut to 
the 2(t 
top  contenders by late March. 
Those 21)
 sill 
in turn he graded by panelists chosen 
by the newspaper Irom the fields of 
medicine,
 psychol-
ogy. religion
 and media, and narrowed again to six 
fi-
nalists.
 
They will he 
interviewed
 and given a new 
set oh 
questions. and their responses 
will he published in the 
newspaper in mid-
 or late
 
April  to draw 
reader
 
comment
 . 
All of which should lead to 
final selection of the 
new 
Sun -Times' advice columnist by early 
May  
Spartaguide
 
The 
Sttilleth  
,0121.1-
0011 will have a 
nit.,115g Al I I 
a.m.
 
today 
in Dwight 
Bente! Hall. 
Room
 
205.
 ('all Dona Ley
 a at 
287-3628 for 
information.
 
   
Instructional 
Television will pre-
sent 
Soviet TV from 11:30
 ammo
 
12:30 p.m. every
 Tuesday. and 
Wednesday
 in the Industrial Studies 
Building. Room 113.
 Call V. Schenk 
at 277.3591
 tOt inlormation. 
The 
American
 Institute  
or 
For-
eign Study
 Bill have 
an informational
 
meeting
 from 
11:30  
a.m.
 to 12:30 
p.m.
 today in 
the Student
 Union Gua-
delupe 
Room.  Call 
Julie  Chin 
at
 277-
378
 I 
for  
inlimnation.  
 
  
Tau 
Delta  Phi 
will host 
a presi-
dential 
forum 
with  a 
guest
 panelist
 
front 
12
 to 
1 p.m. 
today  
on the
 upper 
pad of 
the Student 
Union. 
Call
 Raul 
Soikes  
at
 866-2032 for 
information.  
  
 
The 
Hillel 
Jewish  
Student
 Asso-
ciation will
 have a 
"Tuesday  
Lunch  
and 
Learn" at 
12 p.m. hxlity
 at the 
Campus  
Ministry. 
Rabbi  Allan 
Berko-
witz  will 
speak
 on "What
 Are We 
Doing to 
Our Eantf.'" 
Call Sandra 
Sil-
ver at 294-8311 
for 
information.
 
  
 
Career 
Planning  and 
Placement 
will host a "Careers
 
Mr Physics 
Ma-
iors seminar 
at 1:30 p.m. 
today  in the 
Science 
Building, 
Room 
164. Call 
Deb 
Boogaard 
at
 
277-2272
 for infor-
mation.
 
Career
 Planning 
and 
Placement  
will have
 "Inters iew 
I" at 2 
p.m.  
today  in the 
Student 
Union  
Costanoan
 
Room,  Call 
Debra 
Boogaard  at 
277-
2272
 Mr information. 
The 
Meteorology
 
Department  
will 
sponsor  a 
two-part  series
 
on long-
range 
transport
 and 
acid 
deposition
 
Intuit 4 
to 5 
p.m.  
today
 in 
Duncan 
Hall,  
Room  
615  
Circle 
K 
will
 
have its 
weekly 
meeting  at 3:45
 p.m. today
 in the Stu-
dent 
Union  Pacheco 
Room. 
Call
 Tom 
at 
269-235(1 
for 
information.
 
 
  
The  
Financial
 
Management
 
Asso-
ciation 
will  have a 
graduate  
panel
 from 
SJSU
 at 5 p.m.
 today in 
the Student
 
Union  
Costanoan
 Room. Call 
Moreen 
Atwell 
at
 
296-3842  for 
information.  
 
  
MEChA  
will 
have
 Rata
 Day 
'87 
from 7 
a.m. to I 
p.m 
tomorrow  in the 
Student  
Union  
Ballroom.
 Call
 Dorine 
at 
277-8050.
 Jenny at 
277-8770
 
or 
Carmelita  
at 
298-2531  
for informa-
tion. 
The 
Campus  
Christian  
Center 
will  have "Bible 
Study -Letter 
to the 
Romans" 
from 
1210
 
1 p.m. 
tomorrow
 
in
 the Student
 Union 
Montalvo  Room. 
Call
 Natalie 
Shiraj  at 
298-0204
 for in-
tOrmation.
 
Faculty 
Booktalks
 will 
present  
Prof. 
Brian  
Holmes
 from 
the Physics
 
Department
 who 
will speak
 on Alistair
 
MacLean's
 
"The
 Golden
 Gate."
 at 
12:30
 p.m. 
tomorrow
 at the 
University 
Club 
on Eighth
 and 
San Salvador
 
streets.
 
Call
 David 
McNeil
 at 
277-
2595 
for 
information.
 
  
 
The Re
-Entry  Advisement 
Pro-
gram
 will present 
Kent
 McLaughlin 
speaking  
on "Strategies
 for Stress 
Management" 
at 12:30 p.m. tomor-
row in the Student
 Union Pacheco 
Room.
 Call Virginia
 O'Reilly at 
277-
2(X)5  for information. 
 
  
Career  Planning 
and  Placement 
will
 have 
"Orientation
-Computerized
 
Interview 
Request 
Procedures"  at 
1:30 
p.m. 
tomorrow  in the Student 
Union 
Montalvo
 Room. Call Deb 
Boogaard  
at 277-2272
 for 
information.
 
Career Planning
 and Placement
 
will have
 a co-op
 
orientation  at 
I:30
 
p.m. 
tomorrow
 in the Business
 Class-
rooms. Room 202.
 Call Deb Boogaard 
Desktop  
Publishing
 
by the 
Hour 
Rent time on our
 Macintosh
 
and LaserWriter system. 
kinkois 
Great 
copies
 Gnat 
(WOW
 
310S
 
THIRD  STREET  
295-4336
 
M
-F
 
7am-9pm
 
SAT 
10am-6pm 
:it 277-2272 for information. 
   
Chicano Alliance will have a 
Cinco de Mayo meeting from
 3 to 4 
p.m 
tomorrow  
at Fishbowl on the sec-
ond floor of Walquist Library Central. 
Call Eliane Alvarado
 at 277-3106 Mr 
information. 
   
The Meteorology Department 
will have a short course on 
"Modeling 
Air Pollution Chemistry"
 from 4 to 
6:45
 p.m. tomorrow in Duncan Hall. 
Room 615. 
Career Planning
 and Placement 
will
 present "Resume 
1" on learning 
how 
to
 prepare marketable letters and 
resumes at 5:30 
p.m. tomorrow in the
 
Business
 Classrooms, Room 301. 
Call  
Deb Boogaard 
at
 277-2272 for infor-
mation.
 
   
The Asian -American Christian 
Fellowship  will have its weekly meet-
ing
 at 7 p.m. tomorrow 
in Dudley 
Moorhead  Hall. Room 167,  Call Don 
Chin 
at 
997-7808
 
for information 
Advertise
 in the
 
Spartan
 Daily 
277-3171
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* Come 
see the 
Candidates  
* 
Get  the Facts 
* Judge
 for 
Yourself
 
TODAY, 
NOON-1
 
PM 
UPPER PAD, STUDENT 
UNION  
SPONSORED
 BY 
TAU  
DELTA
 PHI 
Sports  
Tuesday,
 March 
24, 
1987/Spartan
 Daily 
Berry to stay 
with 
Spartans  
Coach  
withdraws
 Reno application
 
II) David Barry 
Daily
 
stall  writer 
SJSU basketball  
4.44.4411
 Bull Berry 
is no longer a candidate 
or
 the 
posi-
tion 
of head basketball
 coach 
at
 the 
University
 
of Nevada at 
Reno.  
Last week. Berry 
confirmed
 that 
he had interviewed
 tor the vacancy,
 
which arose when Sonny Allen. the 
Woltpack's  coach of eight years. re-
signed at the end of the season. 
But on 
Monday, Berry.
 who has 
compiled a 
record
 of 123-106 in eight 
years
 at SJSU, said he withdrew his 
name from the 
list of candidates
 be-
cause 
of "personal 
reasons.'  
Berry, 
who guided 
the Spartans
 
to a 16-14 record this year and a sec-
ond place finish in both the regular 
season and the 
PC
 V V 14441rnaniciii. 
Bill Berry , 
. . . SJSU 
ha
 Ail hal I emsch 
said
 
he was 
contacted  about 
the
 job
 a 
week
 and
 a half 
ago.
 
"When  they 
called.
 I told them 
I 
would  think about 
it." Berry said. 
 At the time, I was
 not interested 
in another
 
to!, 
" 
Berry did 
not tell his entire 
team 
that he was 
interviewing  for the job 
"I wanted to see
 what would 
hap 
pen alter the Interview.'
 he said 
"Theie was no 
sense in 
getting  anyone 
else involved." 
RCM,  who was 
interviewed  in 
Reno March 14. said
 the job has it, 
benefits. 
"I was seriously
 considering it." 
he said.
 
It is a very attractive job and 
a very 
good
 package...
 
One 
advantage  that
 Nevada -Reno
 
has over SJSU ts 
the playing facilities. 
While  SJSU 
currently  
plays  in the
 
2.7011 -seat Civic
 Auditorium and will 
move into 
the 5,500 -seat Student 
Union Recreation 
and Events Center in 
19%/i.  UNR
 plays in the 
11.000 -seat 
Lawlor 
Events
 Center. 
Another reason 
why  Berry may 
have been interested in the job is be-
cause he is a native of 
Winnemucca.  
Nevada.
 
"Well.  I'm familiar with 
the  
area," he said. "I was horn 
and  raised 
160 
miles east of there. 
Berry 
may  have withdrawn his 
name because of the team he will have 
lot the 19117-1t8 season. 
With son and All -America candi-
date Ricky
 Berry, along with Reggie 
Owens, Gerald Thomas, Dietrich Wa-
ters. Rodney 
Scott,  and Anthony Perry 
returning, Coach Berry indicated the 
Spanans 
could 
he ranked 
in the 
Top 
20 
next 
season.
 
SJSt1 will also be 
gaining the 
services of red -shin players Steve 
Haney. Sam  Higley. Willie Franks and 
George 
Williams. 
In addition, Berry has signed two 
high school recruits. Sean Davis, a 6-4 
guard from El Camino High School in 
Los 
Angeles  and Tony Farmer.
 a 6-7 
forward from Anesia High. 
"From 
a 
professional  
standpoint. 
I looked into the job." Berry said. 
"But from a loyality 
standpoint. I felt 
we had worked eight years to he where 
we are. And I liked the job that I have 
right TIM%
 
Netters  
win  pair 
at 
Reno 
tourney
 
By Jeff Goularte 
Daily staff
 writer 
Bad weather was the only el-
ement  denying SJSU's women's tennis 
team a five -match sweep of a 
round-
robin
 tournament in 
Reno  over the 
weekend 
The Spartans had beaten 
Denver 
Tennis 
5-4
 and Boise State 6-1 
on Friday, and 
were looking forward to 
playing
 
Hum-
boldt
 State. Santa
 Rosa and Montana,  
when a persistent 
snow storm caused 
Reno 
officials  fit cancel the remaining 
matches  Saturday. 
Coach Mary Visser said the Spar-
tans (6-6)  were the strongest team in 
the field, and would have emerged vie-
tonous had the weather held. 
"We
 were the 
strongest
 train 
there." Visser 
said. 
"We  would 
have 
won our 
remaining three matches 
had  
they 
been
 played, hut
 it started 
snow 
ing  Saturday 
and everyone was 
afraid
 
of being snowed in." 
Friday, SJSU and Denver were 
tied 3-1 after singles competition, and 
the Spartans needed two doubles victo-
ries
 to take the match. 
SJSU's No. 
I leant of Shelly 
Stockman and Whitney 
Clarke were 
defeated 1-6,
 0-6 by a Denver
 team 
Visser described as 
strong and experi-
enced. Despite the loss, the Spartans 
didn't 
quit Kristen Hilldebrand and 
Pat Vultee defeated their opponents 
6-3, 6-1 lo knot the 
score  at four 
In 
the deciding 
match. Jeannie Pastry -
Miller and Leslie Banleson won a 
three -setter
 6-3. 1-6. 6-1 
to
 
clinch
 the 
win for SJSU. 
The 
win was the lust ol the yea 
for
 Bartleson, 
who 
joined
 the 
team 
three matches into the season. Visser 
was  encouraged by her 
perfOrmance. 
"The No.3 
doubles
 again,' 
Denver was the 
outstanding  perfor-
mance of the tournament,"
 Visser 
said. 
"Leslie
 and Jeannie played 
very
 
well,  winning a dramatic
 three setter. 
It 
the
 victory) was 
Leslie's first win of 
the year and a real 
significant  contribu-
tion to the 
team win." 
Hilldebrand. 
Pasley-Miller and 
Vultee all won 
their  singles matches 
against Denver. 
Ther 
their close victory over 
Dell% cr. the Spartan. laced Boise
 
We were the 
strongest
 
team there.' 
 
Mary 
Visser,
 
5,151  omen's tennis coach 
State. SJSU had 
little trouble handling 
the Idaho squad. The 
Spartans  lost 
only
 
three  sets en route to a 6-1 victory 
in a match 
shortened  by darkness. 
Bartleson was the 
only Spartan
 
to 
lose.  but Visser said it was 
a tough 
match, as 
evidenced
 by the 4-6. 4-6 
final 
score.
 
SJSU places its three -match win-
ning 
streak on 
the line when it 
host.
 
PCAA foe Fresno State Saturday. The 
Spartans 
will 
he
 seeking revenge
 
ovei
 
the Bulldogs, who 
earlier this year de 
reined the 
Spartans
 5-4.  
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SJSC steeplechase 
runner
 
.1 im Williams  hurdles a steeple at 
the 
sist Relays
 last  th. s Is 1 15-21
 defeated Sac State. Nev 
ada-
Hobert
 Airoldi 
Reno and
 N1 eber State, 
but  lost to California
 
mento. The 
Spartans'  next meet 
is this weekend 
Daily staff photographer
 
. Saturday in Sacra -
at 
Stanford.
 
SJSU
 
wins
 three 
in 
Sac  
State
 
meet  
Illy Jeff 
roularte  
Daily 
staff writer 
The  weather was 
less  than ideal, 
hut
 the SJSU 
track
 (rant persevered
 over wind,
 rain anti hail 
to 
earn 
three  
viciones  
against  one 
loss
 
in 
a quad
-meet  
Saturday in 
Sacramento
 
The 
52 
S1rartan-410,d
 
t.41 'all orma
 
ill
 
-6)1, 
hut 
whipped 
Si, 
cullIc
 1 is 
' ada 
Reno
 1 I 2 
.4.1. 
Track and
 Field 
and Weher State 
99-60.
 
SJSU coach 
Marshall Clark 
said  Inc inticin 
ent weather was difficult  to 
contend  
with.  
'It was a long, long day.'' Clark 
said. "The 
weather 
was  really had, which makes it 
tough to 
get good performances
 Bin we were 
glad
 to come 
away with three wins 
Because ol slippery 
held conditions. Clark 
said
 the Spartans were lucky 
to 
stirs 
1Y e the 
meet  
without 
sustaining  any 
serious
 mimics
 
SJSU 
was once again
 led by a solid 
effort 
from its field event entries. 
1)an Katches
 unit -threw all other contestants 
by 
nearly  20 feet 
to win the discus 
throw,  
while  
teammate Mark Meyerholt
 finished third. a mere 
four inches
 out of 
second.
 
In the shot 
put event. SJSC's 
Neil
 Leonard 
finished 
second.
 Katches third 
and Meyerhoff 
Leonard also 
scored  second -place I inishes in 
the 
javelin throw and hammar throw 
Shawn 
Majeski placed third in the 
javelin. 
Clark 
cited the 
efforts
 4)1' pole y 
;miters
 
Anthony 
Harris and John
 Huber as keys
 to the 
Spartan 
s 
i 
ortes.
 Harris 
vaulted
 14 -teem  6
-inches
 
to 
earn a liii and 
Huller  cleared I 4.leet
 a per 
sonal
 hest. to 
finish  third. 
'The vaulters did 
a good job. 
especially  con -
sabering  
the  
wind.'
 
Clark  said. 
"Their  heights 
weren't great.
 hut Harris and 
Huber got the job
 
done
 
.  
Larry Weldon hopped,
 skipped and jumped 
his way to a 
second -place finish in 
the triple jump. 
Clark said he was impressed with the strong 
perlormance turned in by Chris Becerra, who fin-
ished a close
 second in the 1.500 -meter race and 
third in the MOO -meter race. 
"Chris gave us a real good double effort." 
Clark said. 
The SJSU 41X1 -meter and 1,61:Xi-meter relay 
teams 
both  finished third. Clark 
said
 
poor
 
hatton  
passing hurt the team in both races. 
The Spartans 
next
 meet is Friday and Satur-
day at the Stanford Ins national in Palo Alto. 
Grapplers
 come
 up 
short
 at 
NCAA's 
By Victor Manuel Inzunta 
Daily staff writer 
S.M.! wrestler Arnold Khanha-
hian 
won  
one match. hut loss two 
oth-
ers in his hid for an NCAA wrestling 
title over the
 weekend. 
Teainmates David Love and Matt 
hives
 also competed
 in the champion-
ships at the University  of Maryland. 
Khanhabian 121-11-1 during 
the 
Wrestling 
regular season), wrestling in the I I %-
pound weight class. lost his opening 
round match to Tim Wright of South-
ern Illinois State
 University 11-3. 
But Khanbabian, who was the 
Spartan's top wrestler this season. re-
bounded by 
beating
 Jack Griffin of 
Northwestern
 University 
in 
overtime  
8-2. The 
wrestlers  were tied at 10-10 
an regulation. 
Khanhabian 
lost
 his third -round 
match to Roger Singleton of Grand 
Valley State University, when 
he was 
pinned 53 
seconds
 into the match. 
"tie ditl pretty well. 
said SJSU 
assistant
 wrestling coach Andy Tsar-
nas. 
Khanhabian, a senior,  
finished 
his wrestling career 
with an overall re-
cord
 of 64-40-2. 
David 
Love, also a senior. de-
feated 
Willy  Meurer of
 luck Haven 
State College by 
default.  3% seconds 
'I
 think
 
we
 
did  
pretty  
well 
as a 
whole.'
 

 And  
Tsarnas,
 
SPA)
 
assistant
 s% 
restling
 
coach  
into 
the match. 
Love,
 
who  
wrestled  
in
 the 
134 -
pound 
weight
 class.
 lost 
by 
technical
 
default
 to 
Paul  
Clark  of 
Clarion
 State.
 
He 
also  
lost to Keith 
Heally
 of 
Illinois
 
State,
 10-4 
in 
the  
consolation
 round
 
and 
Tim 
Flynn  
of
 Penn 
State.
 4-2. 
in 
the 
third  
round.  
1=11_ 
 
EXPERIENCE  
FLAVORS
 FROM 
AROUND THE
 WORLD 
INTERNATIONAL
 
FOOD
 
BAZAAR
 
TOMORROW
 
AND  
THURSDAY
 
March 25 & 
March
 26,
 
9:30am-3:00pm
 
9th  
Street
 
Between
 Art 
and 
Business
 
Classrooms
 
GO
-SPONSORED  HY INTERCULTURAL SI EERING 
COMMIT
 TEL  & ASSOCIA
 
ILL)
 
Si
 
UDINIS  
Toves 
(150 -pound
 weight class)
 
lost
 his opening- and second -round 
matches. 
Tunes took on Pitt's 
Gary Bolin 
in first -round
 action and lost. 11-7. In 
the second round, Penn 
State's Sean 
Finkheine
 
stopped
 
Toy  
e.
 
I I - 3. 
Competition at the national lour 
nament  was very tough. Tsamas said. 
Considering the competition,
 the wres-
tlers performed well, he said. 
"I think 
we
 did pretty 
well  as a 
whole." Tsarnas said. 
"We  were very 
respectable. 
We scored some wins in 
the national
 tournament,  that's 
more  
than most 
learns do. 
SJSU 
WOMEN'S
 
SOFTBALL
 
ifitirrOg
 
vs 
ADELPHI
 
Wednesday, 
March  25, 1987 
6:00 p.m. 
PAI. Stadium 
(King Rd exit at 280) 
Adults $3.00 
SJSU Students $1.00 
For further information call (408) 277 -FANS 
Funded by Associated Students 
Remember
 the
 
"Daley"
 
Strip?
 
If you
 like that,
 did you 
know 
that
 there's 
more 
adventures  
of
 
Joe, 
Cliff  and 
all  the 
rest?
 
OPEN
 
SEASON  
Issues
 
1 thru 3 by Jim 
Bricker  
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SJSU
 
wins  three 
Sunday;
 
Knopf
 
tames  
Wolves'  
bats  
By Stephen Ellison 
Daily 
staff writer 
Finally. 
SJSU  
pitcher
 Jeff 
Knopf  
returned  to 
his  original
 form. At 
least 
for one
 game he did. 
Knopf 
(3-11.  
who 
stifled
 
Western 
Oregon
 
hatters
 
Sunday  on his way
 to 
pitching 
a seven -inning,
 no-hitter,
 was 
once
 the top high
 school pitching
 pros-
pect 
of the 
Central
 Coast Section. 
However,  after 
graduating  from
 
Willow Glen High
 School in 1984, the 
6-4. 210
-pound
 right-hander
 saw little 
Baseball 
action in 
his first
 two 
years  at 
SJSU.  
Playing
 in the 
shadow  
of
 Anthony 
Tel-
ford.  Knopf
 hurled 
just 23 
innings  in 
1986.  
But 
Sunday.  the 
Spartans 
(19-91 
glided  
through
 an 
unheard 
of
 triple -
header. 
blanking
 Western 
Oregon 
twice,
 7-0 
and  1-0. and
 later 
doing  the 
same 
to
 Air 
Force,  6-0.
 The first
 two 
games 
were  played
 at 
Spartan
 Di-
amond.
 SJSU's 
practice  field, 
and the 
nightcap 
was  played under
 the lights  
at
 
Municipal
 
Stadium.
 
In the 
first game, 
the spotlight
 
was on 
Knopf.  
 '1 
started
 thinking
 about it 
(the 
no-hitter)
 at about 
the fifth inning."
 he 
said.
 "Everybody
 was trying
 to keep 
my 
mind  off it so 
they didn't
 jinx me. 
"I 
kept thinking something
 was 
going to 
happen, like a 
little dink drop-
ping in there to 
blow
 it. I was just 
try-
ing to stay 
within myself. 
I concen-
trated on hitting the 
glove." 
Knopf  was
 just one hatter  short 
of 
perfection  against Western
 Oregon. In 
the third 
Inning,  he surrendered
 a walk 
to 
Wolves'  left fielder 
Barry Hunt who 
was later thrown
 out on a steal 
at-
tempt.
 
"I swear 
that  last pitch was in 
there," Knopf 
said.  "It clipped the 
outside corner." 
The gem 
was  the first 
of its kind 
at SJSU since 
Telford  threw a 
no-hitter  
against
 
Fresno  State on May 4. 1985. 
"Anthony came up to me and 
told me how 
proud  he was af-
terwards."  Knopf said. "Thai makes 
you 
feel pretty good to hear 0 
him
 
him. 
We're  
pretty  good friends and we 
always
 support each 
other.  All the 
pitchers on the bench
 pumped me up 
when I via, out 
there.
 The whole team 
"The last time I felt this good 
was when I broke Scott McGregor's 
streak for second 
place in high 
school."
 Knopf said, referring to his 
24 
consecutive
 
high
 school victories. 
While Knopf was shutting 
down 
the Wolves. Spartan 
first baseman Fer-
nando 
Viera continued  to 
show
 
well
 at 
the plate. pacing SJSU with a pair
 of 
two -run homers. In 
the last four 
games. 
Viera  has delivered seven hits 
in 12 
at
 hats, boosting his halting aver-
age 50 points to .3(18.  
"I'm just going up there to hit the 
hall hard." Viera said.
 "luckily,  the 
ball carries well here (at Spartan Di-
amond). Today. I saw the ball real 
well and the pitches were there." 
In game two. the Spartans waited 
until the final inning to deliver the con-
quering blow to the Wolves. After six 
innings oh scoreless play.
 Tom Huller, 
who platoons
 
with
 
Viera at first base,  
led off the bottom iit the seventh with a 
solo 
home
 run 
to give 
the Spartans
 
their third conseetai c 
victory.  
"I
 was pretty disappointed
 that I 
popped up 
earlier...  Butler said. "I 
knew I 
was  going to 
make 
contact.  hut 
I didn't 
think  it was going out until it 
finally went over the fence." 
Senior right-hander
 Matt McPeak 
lasted all seven 
innings on the mound 
Mr the 
Spartans and came 
away with 
the victory. McPeak ( I 
- II  allowed just 
four 
hits and lowered
 his
 ERA 
to 
1.72.  
"Knopf
 and 
McPeak were just 
outstanding."
 Spartan
 coach Sant Pi -
ran) 
said.
 "It feels 
great to get that 
kind ol production out
 of your 
fourth
 
and fifth starter, " 
The Spartans' 64) victory
 over 
Air Force in game three was high-
lighted by a superb defensive effort. 
With the Falcons coining into the 
game batting 
.357. the Spartan!. must 
have expected a full day., 
work in the 
Field, 
even  with their No 2 starter 
Dan  
Archibald 15- I)
 on the mound. 
Although
 it may not have made
 a 
difference in the
 outcome. the 
Spar-
tans delensive 
mastery robbed
 the Fal-
cons  
of live 
potential  
hits.  
"(Air 
Force coach 
Jim Hensley.)
 
came 
up to me 
afterwards  and 
said
 
he'd
 never seen 
a better 
defensive
 
team 
ever."
 ['Irani said. "It 
was 
the best 
defensive
 game 
he's
 ever seen 
and you know 
he',  
seen
 a few 
games if 
he's a coach. 
"Like I've
 
been 
saying  all sea-
son, 
pitching and defense
 will do it for 
yoU. 
Archibald's
 nine -strikeout
 perfor-
mance marked his 
first complete game 
and first shutout 
of the 
season.  
"I 
went
 out there just
 pumped up 
because I 
knew
 we had to 
take  all three 
games and keep it 
rolling,"  Archibald 
said.  "I think our
 staff is still 
getting  
stronger
 with each outing. 
Our  staff is 
tough, and we pick each 
other up if 
there's any trouble
 out there." 
Offensively  against 
Air  Force. 
the Spartans were led 
by third baseman 
Bob
 Straight 
and  left fielder Rick
 An-
derson. 
Straight hail three 
hit,  in four 
trips and scored two 
runs. while An-
derson 
knocked
 in tvi
 with
 
his fourth 
homer
 of the season 
SJSt Sports Information Assistant 
Brent  Ainsworth contributed 
to
 this 
report.  
Stanford
 
ends  
Spartan  
streak
 
By 
Mark
 Foyer 
Daily stall
 
writer
 
STANFORD
 - - SJSU baseball 
coach Sam Piraro was disappointed by 
the Spartans' 5-3 
loss to 
Stanford 
Monday -- hut he wasn't mad. 
"It was one of those things."
 Pi -
ram said. "Stanford was able to come 
up with the 
big
 hits and we 
couldn't." 
The loss snapped a four -game 
win steak for the Spartans 
(19-9).  
The Cardinal 
rallied for four runs 
in the seventh to get the win. Trailing 
3-1 heading into the 
seventh, Jeff 
Saenger lead 
off with a walk. 
Piraro then came in to pull start-
ing pitcher Al 
Bacosa  for Anthony 
Tel ford. 
Telford got the first hatter  he 
faced to 
pop  to catcher Rick 
Rayford  
for the first out of 
the seventh. BIII 
then,
 he suffered control
 problems. 
He walked 
Frank Carey 
on
 lour 
pitches. 
Dave Esquer then 
hit  a 3-2 
pitch
 through the 
right  side for a 
base
 
hit 
scoring
 Eric 
DeGraw,
 who was 
running  for 
Saenger,
 and sending 
Carey to third. 
Left-hand  hatter 
Ruben Amaro 
then took a 
14) pitch over the 
left field 
wall  for a home run. 
"Amami  is 
capable
 of getting
 the 
big  hit," 
Piraro
 
said. "Telford
 hasn't 
pitched 
in a week. and 
he
 was a little 
rusty.'' 
Since
 
Telford (4-3)
 hadn't 
pitched in a 
week Piraro 
was  deter 
mined to 
get him in the game. 
"He  needed 
to get some
 work 
and 
we were
 going 
to
 give
 him some 
no matter 
what the 
situation.  
Piraro 
said.  
In his 
six plus 
innings 
of
 work. 
Bacosa
 gave up 
two runs 
(one un-
earned)
 on 
three  hits, 
five walks
 and 
two strike 
outs.  
"Al  
pitched
 well
 for 
us."
 Piraro
 
said. "We
 know 
it,  and 
more 
impor-
tantly, 
he knows.
 That'll
 will help
 his 
confidence.* 
Bacosa
 suri.o.ed
 a shako
 start in 
Sports
 
Shorts
 
Men's  
Tennis  
The 
SJSU 
men's  
tennis
 team 
was  
heating 
Air 
Force  4-3 
when  the 
match 
was
 called 
because
 of 
darkness  
Mon-
day afternoon.
 
Winners  
for
 the 
Spartans  
(8-6)  in-
cluded 
top -seed
 
Malcolm
 
Allen,
 Toni
 
Sheehan.
 
Gary
 
Peralta
 and 
Risto 
Moi-
lanen.
 
1FC  
Basketball
 
In 
Interfratemity
 
basketball
 play
-
olfaction 
Sunday.
 Theta
 Chi 
remained
 
undefeated,
 
knocking
 off 
the 
Tekes.
 
Sigma  
Chi 
handled  
Delta 
Sigma
 Phi 
easily,
 
Alpha  
Tau 
Omega 
silenced
 
Delta  
Upsilon's
 
hopes  
and 
Kappa
 
Sigma 
toppled
 Pi 
Kappa 
Alpha,
 de-
spite  a 
pair 
of
 
overtealous
 hands
 on 
the Pike 
sideline. 
The 
illustrious
 
field 
is now 
down
 
to 
four
 teams
 
(not
 
exactly
 
Indiana,
 
UNLV,
 
Providence
 and
 
Syracuse,  
but 
competitive
 
nonetheless).
 
with 
Theta 
Chi  
meeting  
Sigma 
Chi 
and  
Kappa
 Sig
 
Inking
 on 
ATO. 
Both 
games
 are 
at 9 
tonight.  
The 
winners
 of 
those 
games
 
will 
meet 
Wednesday
 night
 
at 
9 for 
the 
Championship.
 
while  the 
losers
 meet
 
at 
8p.m.
 for 
third
-place  
honors.
 
he 
lust  oiling (giving up 
one  run). hut 
pitched well in the next live. He al-
lowed
 a 
lead-off
 double to Amaro
 in 
the first, then didn't allow another hit 
until Toi Cook's single in the sixth. 
After tv 
irig
 the score in the sec-
ond 
on Greg Banda's infield out. the 
Spartans took the lead in the 
fifth.
 
With two 
outs  and Banda
 on 
first.  
Raylerd hit a hloop single to send 
Banda to third. Rayford then stole sec-
ond.
 
Mike
 Haruff followed with a shot 
between second and 
third.
 Shortstop 
Esquer picked up 
the ball. hut his 
throw to 
first  was late and 
wild.  Banda 
and Rayford scored 
on the play,  
which
 
went for a single. an 
error and one 
RBI. 
Haruff led 
the  Spartan offense 
with 
two hits.
 
The  Spartans 
play  at San 
Fran-
cisco 
State
 at 
2:30 
p.m.  
uxlay.
 then 
host 
Oregon 
Tech
 at 7 p.m.
 Wednes-
day at Municipal 
Stadium before host-
ing UNLV 
this
 weekend. 
Ni 
iris
 Jeff Knopf was 
named
 
PCA N 
pitcher ill the 
week and first 
baseman  Ier 
nando Viera was 
honored  
as
 
PCAA
 
position
 
player  ot the week.
 Ihi' Icalnic 
announced  
Monday.  
Knopi 
tossed a two -hitter
 Sunday in Ow 
Spartans' 7-0 win 
against Western Oregon
 Ili 
seven
 innings
 he struck 
out  sc% en
 and u 
diked 
one  
Viera
 
hatted  583
 47 104 
111  
with two 
home  runs. 
two 41, 
411h14..
 
PHI 
last 
week 
and 
  
ACCOUNTING
 
MAJORS  
The Internal 
Revenue  Services 
offers  
"careers," 
not  "jobs" in 
tax  administration
 to 
accounting
 graduates who are accepted
 
for 
the position
 of REVENUE 
AGENT  
Many positions are
 available for both May  
1987 graduate s and CO-OP 
students.  
For 
further 
information,
 visit your Career
 Planning 
& 
Placement  Center or 
contact
 Elizabeth
 
Laverty at (408) 
291-4527.  No written test 
is 
required. 
INTERNAL 
REVENUE 
SERVICE  
An equal opportunity 
employer  U S 
Citizenship
 required 
446ei's  \brt 
,e0 
e'D 
C 
 
April 
12-18,  1987
 
O 
with Field 
Studies
 in Natural History 
Experience
 
Death
 Valley 
For 
further
 
Information
 
Write
 or call:
 
Field 
Studies  in 
Natural
 History 
Dwight
 
Bentel
 
Hall
 136B 
(408)  277-3736 
Earn
 1 unit, NATS 151 
(may 
repeat for 
credit)  
$75 fee
 plus 
$35 for 
food 
Brad Mango  
Daily
 
stall
 photographer  
Spartan pitcher 
Mart AlePeak 
unleashes a pitch against a St estern 
Oregon hatter.
 McPeak tossed
 a 
complete. 
gamut',
 
four
-hitter
 
against  the 11
 nit es. 
5.151
 took a pair front the 'IS MN 
V.
 and heat Air 
Force as 
well
 
Sunday.  
DOWN
 
TO
 
EARTH
 
I)iscnlnt\tili'i(ioii
 
SPECIALIZING
 IN: 
*
Supplements
 
for the 
Athlete
 and
 Body
 
Builder
 
*
Sound  
and  
Knowledgeable  
Nutritional
 Advice 
* 
Hypoallergenic  
Vitamins
 
and 
Minerals  
*
Over 250 
Bulk Herbs
 and Spices
 
*
Herbal and
 Homeopathic
 Remedies
 
*
Natural  Hair and Skin 
Products 
St) come on in 
and  visit our new 
spacious
 store and experience what many 
have
 known for 
%CM,
 
The best selection at the  hest prices! 
Mondien
 
Ave 
DOWN 
TO
 
FATrt
 
Race  SI 
?PO 
SJS11 
Tel 
St
 
545-C 
Meridian  Ave. 
San Jose. 
CA
 95126 
1408)993-2211
 
Monday -Friday
 11 am-7pm 
Saturday 
10am-6pm 
Sunday Closed 
rtv 
NOTICE
 
 'Extra Discount'.
 
For a limited 
time,  all 
SJSt
 
Students just 
present your 
valid student 
body card at 
time of 
purchase  and 
receive an 
extra 
10%  off 
our already 
low
 
discount 
prices! offer 
valid 
thru 
4/ I 0/87 
IlUUIluuI1
 
I 
II 
II 
Page
 
f) 
Campus  
Tuesday,  
March 24, 
1987/Spartan
 
Daily  
Child 
center 
seeking
 
space,  
stable funding 
CHILD (ARE. from 
page I 
the State Department of Education provides 
51
 percent of 
 funding and the A.S. provides 
S32,000.  The 
rest of the bud -
'get comes from a federal food program,  student tees and 
fund raising 
But money from A.S. varies because the hoard 
changes 
each  year. 
This creates instability for the center, which is trying to 
provide
 an ongoing 
service.  
Veldhuis
 said 
lithe
 center closes,  low-income students will he hurt 
the most. Veldhuis said. There is a one-year waiting list for 
low-income child centers in the 
area,  she said. 
"If I didn't 
have the 
service.  1 don't think I could 
go 
to 
school because of the high cost of child care," said Patricia 
Phillips, a senior majoring in humanities and a mother of a 
three -year -old
 at the center. 
The price of local child care 
ranges from S65 to over 
SIM per week. 
Al Frances Gulland. students 
pay  on a sliding scale 
Those with lower incomes pay less. Prices range from 
$1.15
 to 
$1 
WI
 an hour. 
Unlike many centers,  students can request only a 
few
 
hours or full-time day care from 7:15 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
Even though the
 center
 is a 
necessity
 
for some 
stu-
dents, not everyone who needs child care at SJSU has Fran-
cis Gulland as an option. 
The center only cares for 
approximately  60 children 
per semester. There are 20 students
 on the waiting list,  and 
this semester no faculty members were allowed a space be-
cause students were given 
first
 priority. 
This problem is not unique to SJSU. Within the Cali-
fornia  State University system. 1,700 children who were on 
waiting lists in 1985 did not receive 
child  care, according to 
a study in a California State Student Association report. 
The Frances Gulland 
Center  has more dilliculties than 
most  centers in the CSU system. It is one of the tew cam-
puses that does not have a permanent
 tat:tiny on campus. 
The center rents space  trout
 
Si.
 Paul's Methodist 
Brad Mangin  Gaily staff photographer 
Justin
 
Caruthers.
 age 
four,  plays
 in the
 sand 
during  
afternoon
 child lab
 session.
 
Church on 10th street
 or
 
$6(X)
 per numth.
 The
 collet
 pas s 
an additional 5600 per month 
for
 janitorial %Cr% Ices. or 
which the university will not pay since the center is 
till
 cam-
pus. said Veldhius. 
If the church members 
decided
 it) stop renting out the 
space, the center would close down, she said. 
"It's not appropriate to 
say  to parents that maybe 
we'll  
he here next year." Veldhuis said. 
Currently. CSU 
does not fund child care.
 Although 
regulations allow
 schools to 
provide
 facilities 
on
 campus 
and Janitorial
 sert ices,  the 
system does not 
provide
 mone-
tary support.
 
The CSSA 
is 
currently  pushing to 
fund the center 
through 
CSU  to create a stable 
money  source and to set 
aside a place on campus
 for child care. 
The 
center  will 
he eligible
 ffir $27.5041  1.1,, 
measure
 
passes. The money would he 
spent  on 
new 
\ 
eldhuis
 
said.  
Early
-morning  bomb 
threat 
prompts building evacuation
 
I
 
A('UATION.  from page I 
Anderson 
said. 
"It is most likely a 
student 
who had
 a midterm and didn't 
study," Anderson said. "Ii hap-
pens like clockwork 
every midterm 
or
 finals week." 
Most of the time, the building 
coordinator  decides not to evacuate 
fae,
 
ause  it takes  away the 
motive
 
to 
make bomb threats, Anderson said. 
Burak also 
made
 the decision to 
evacuate. he said. 
Six 
officers 
searched 
hall-
ways,  
restrooms,  
elevators 
and 
meeting 
rooms in 
the 
building.
 
To 
evacuate
 the 
building.
 offi-
cer. 
went
 from 
classroom
 to 
class
 
r041t11 and 
asked 
students  ;Ind 
In 
structors to leave. 
Some
 students and instructors 
expressed concern and
 questioned 
the tactics officers  used to evac-
uate. 
"They 
didn't  
set  off an alarm,  
which is dumb." said Joe Black, a 
finance lecturer. Susan Hayslip, an 
accounting major. gave them an 
"F" on instructions. 
"We 
don't give them instruc-
tions." Anderson said. "We just 
tell everyone to leave by the 
quick-
est means, and we assume
 they 
know
 there's a door 
at
 the end 
of 
the hallway." 
A 
secretary
 in Burak's 
office 
said missed midterms will be re-
scheduled lit individual instructors. 
A.S. allows 
athletics
 
to
 
control
 
unused 
funds  
ATHLETICS, from page I 
it's there. he said. 
"I used 
to he in the 
Navy,  work 
Ing 
in 
a 
supply  
mom 01 a 
service
 
-.school." he said.
 "At the end of 
the 
year there 
would he a panic 
because  all 
the money had 
not  been spent. So 
we 
would  spend the 
money
 to stock the
 
shelves. 
The same can 
he applied 
to
 
 the 
A.S.  budget. 
You  either 
you
 use ii 
or 
you  lose 
it... 
This is 
not  the case with the 
ath  
lose 
departments
 
Wagner  
said he 
was prompted  
to
 
push
 lor the 
nonreverting
 funds by an 
incident  that 
happened  over 
winter 
break. 
The 
basketball  team needed 
money  from the A.S. 
business alit( 
to 
travel. hut
 
because 
the office 
was  
closed 
they
 had to find other 
ways to 
send 
the team to its 
destination.  Wag 
ner
 said 
Lao year.
 amidst the financial
 
troubles  the athletic 
department  v. as 
having. 
Wagner  said the baseball team 
went 
to the University
 of Nevada
-I
 As 
Vegas. hut
 did not have the 
money  to 
get home 
Eventually. Ed 
/ant.  dire, 
tor
 of Spartan 
Shops,  paid the 
net
 
essary
 
money  to return 
them
 to 
San 
Jose 
. 
Wagner  
said
 that 
by getting
 the 
nonrevening
 
funds.
 he 
hoped  to 
avoid 
these
 
problems
 
this
 year 
24 HOUR 
COPY
 
STOP  
kinkois
 
coon Groat
 110111111 
310 S 
Third  St 
San Jos* CA 
Reporter
 
'roughs
 up'
 
television
 
tt 
I   
Dunlap
 
),Iay
 
stan 
writer 
American TV 
news has 
degenerated
 into lame,
 limp 
menainment.  a British 
Broadcasting  Corp. broadcast
 cor-
 
,,pondent
 said yesterday
 at SJSU. 
Technology.  
competition  and a lack
 of morality 
among  
dants
 
haw  dropped the quality of news 
broadcasts to 
the 
'west it's ever
 
been. Peter
 Rua 
said to a crowd
 of about 30 
students,  teachers and
 administrators. 
Electronic 
news  gathering 
techniques and 
coinpemion  
mean networks
 are more 
concerned  with 
sending a 
camera  
IcW
 
rather than a correspondent
 to a big
 news 
story.  
Networks are 
reducing correspondents
 to 
"cannon
 hid -
by 
doing this,
 he said 
An example 
of this is 
Cable 
Nevis Now 
ork's
 recent 
coverage
 Pull watched id a mid ill collision
 
near 
Kansas  
City. 
CNN happened
 to 11,1%c a 
ideo
 unit close by 
and im-
mediately  decided to 
gist:  the crash full 
coverage  with cam-
eras
 x la a satellite hookup.
 Pull said. 
As the 
drama developed and 
the cameras stayed 
on
 
the 
scene.  di was suddenly
 aware that there 
wasn't  a corre-
spondent I there
 1.' he saitl. 
When the 
reporter  arrived. "they
 pushed him in 
front  
ol the camera
 and he said. 
*There's  been an air 
crash.'  " 
something  the audience had 
known for 20 minutes."
 
 
'What
 we didn't 
know was
 how 
it 
happened.
 
how
 
many people were on 
hoard and so forth. He 
hadn't had 
time to iind 
out any of that, because 
the  news director ohs t-
ousls 
said
 'Get in front of 
the camera'  
Ruff
 said. 
"What 
was most worrying
 to me was that 
(CNN) 
wasn't embarrassed 
by it.'' he said. 
CNN headquarters then 
began "dictating the  story
 to 
him" s
 
a his 
earpiece  because it was 
imperials e that he 
stood in Iront 
of
 the camera and was
 there, despite the 
fact 
that he didn't know what was going tin..' 
tic pri,hicill
 
is 
hat  any correspondent
 
who  
w 
a, 
to sat 
Joe Gosen  Gaily staff photographer 
BR('
 correspondent
 Peter Ruff speaks 
to students. 
" 
not 
going  in 
Front
 ol 
that
 
camera
 
until  I 
know 
what's 
going; 
would  he sacked the ffillowing day." 
Ruff
 said. 
News directors  would say to such a 
protest
 " 'We've 
got a 
world  event here, the national  networks
 are 
watching 
it. and 
you you
 wimp sou're going 
off  to try and find 
out  what's happened.' Pull said. 
 
'Technology
 
has  dragged 
us
 to 
that
 
point.''  
he
 said. 
The glamoriiing
 and Oulu mg of network 
news  
anchors 
is 
another  problem.
 he 
said 
''It's worth 
asking
 
why
 on earth 
someone  who 
merely  
reads
 the news is 
worth  millions  
01 
dolkirs
 a year.** he said. 
Ruff has been 
stationed in Ness 
York 
since
 November,  
when he was transferred from
 Moscow The BB(' moved
 
him here to cos 
er 
the Democratic Party s candidates or
 the 
19/01
 presidential
 campaign,
 he said. 
Ile 
said  he 
vs  is
 
mortified
 when New 
York  Governor 
Mario Cuomo dropped out of 
the
 nice, because he has ap-
peal in Europe
 and is a "thinking
 man's politician.
 
"Now we're 
stuck with Gary 
Hart."  he said. 
Safety, 
rights
 
discussed
 in 
gun 
debate 
DEBATE,
 from 
po, 
McNamara 
said
 it was :in 
some
 beyond
 
debate.  
"Not because 1 ...is it is 
not, or 
because someone else 
says it is not. 
hut because
 the United States Supreme 
Court has never
 overturned a law 
based 
on the Second Amendment 
(.1 
the United States." he 
said. 
The 
Second  Amendment grants 
people the right to 
keep and hear arms 
Gardiner.  who 
also specialties in 
constitutional  law, argued that the Su-
preme 
Court's
 inaction on the issue 
does  not license 
government
 to in-
fringe on constitutional
 rights 
"We have to look to what the 
Constitution 
actually  says. not the fact 
that the Supreme 
Court hasn't had a 
chance . 
. to rule 
on a 
particular
 pro 
vision,
 and
 to say 'Well, that means 
therefore. we can do whatever 
v". 
Party  
at
 the
 Pub
 
with 
Legs 
Tun.
 8-H 
The 
Fury's  
Mojo Nixon and 
Skid 
Roper 
Wid. 8-11 
Ponds Mania 
Thurs. 9-12 
4 Miles 
Special Guest 
Fri. 4-6 8 811 
4s>lt$t,
 
4t*v-Sv 
ASIAN SPRING FESTIVAL
 1987 
CLUB DAY  
TODAY, March 24th 
Umunhum Room 
 11:30am-2pm 
CAREER PANEL  THURSDAY.
 
March  26th 
Guadalupe Room  
2:30-4:30pm  
The 
career panel
 will provide
 the opportunity to 
meet
 successful
 
professionals
 
and discuss 
with  
them tile after college Fond out how they
 
obtained
 
employment after completing 
school and what'.
 
involved with the various occupations
 they hold 
EVERYONE 
WELCOME! 
Funded
 by the Associated Students
 
Sponsored
 by the 
Asian  American 
Studies
 
Department
 at San Jose 
State University 
For more information call the 
Asian 
American  
Studies
 office 31(408) 
277-2894  
speak
 out because 
I 
am a police
 officer.' 
Joseph
 McNamara
 
S.11)1)
 chief 
want.' " Gardiner said. 
In the 
way of solutions. 
the police 
chief outlined a six -point plan to lessen 
lire
 arm dangers. 
, A 
mandatory
 
waning
 period
 
to 
he 
Uniform  throughout the country 
or
 
people  purchasing weapons. In Cali-
lorma there is a I 5 -day waiting penod 
to conduo a
 
background check. 
I he pass.iee 01 le!)islation 
quiring individuals
 to 
lwe a 
license
 
to 
carry a 
weapon.  
, Mandatory
 jail 
sentences
 or 
those who use guns in 
committing 
eh 
flies
 
, A hun on the 
immutai 
titre ill 
plastic 
handguns  Such 
viedisills Can 
easilt he smuggled
 through airport ter-
minals :mil 
other  restricted areas. 
, Resit-It:11011S
 
on
 
I.
 
-ix pe as-
sault
 weapons
 
,
 
Safety training or people own-
ing guns. 
Gardiner said such 
lavs
 
s restrict-
ing gun 
use are 
ineffecthe
 
"Gun control laws have laded 
where they have
 been tried, and 
so
 
they 
cannot  work." he 
said  They 
have nothing 
to 
do
 is 
tth Ills misuse 
it
 
I 
irearms and. 
thereffire, 
cannot  regu-
late the 
misuse  ol 
firearms
 or have any
 
impact 
on 
the 
misuse ol 
I!rearms.
  
Gardiner
 warned 
against  using
 
broad generahiations
 about the use 
of 
guns. 
Ile  
said 
that
 
ts
 
pc
 01 
imprecision  
 'leads
 to 
sloppy public policy." 
McNamara
 said his 20 years 
as a 
police officer have 
shown him the 
need I or gun control. 
'The reason
 I speak out is not
 be-
cause
 I'm paid by the NKA
 or by gun 
manufacturers
 or
 
by anyone." 
MeNa-
inara said. 
"I speak out 
because
 I am a po-
lice 
officer. Our fundamental duty is 
to 
protect human life and that is made in-
finitely more difficult when more fire -
.11111S are 4411 there 
111  
society  
" 
SUMMER
 
SESSION  1987 
_.L 
SUMMER
 
SESSION
 
SCHEDULES
 ARE HERE!
 
Get 
yours  in DBH
 136B, 
Bldg.  T, 
Student
 
Union
 Information
 Center, or 
Administration
 
Bldg.  
Information
 Center 
I. 
ily 
Spartan 
Daily/Tuesday.
 
March  24, 
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Yesterdaily
 
Campus
 
President
 Gail 
Fullerton  told 
a group 
of Spartan 
City 
residents  her
 decision to 
close
 
Spartan (7ity is final. 
Fullerton 
met  with 
approximately  20 
residents
 in Spar-
tan 
Complex,  
Room  
209, 
Thursday,  alter they 
sent
 a letter 
to her
 asking 
for  a chance to 
discuss  the 
closure.
 
The president
 said a 
report  compiled
 by the 
tire
 
marshal was 
the main reason
 for her 
decision.  The 
report
 
stated the 
building  
was  a lire 
hazard 
because it lacked
 an ef-
ficient
 sprinkler
 and lire 
alarm 
system.
 
Lew Schatt,
 director of 
SJSU
 public safety, said in-
stalling 
sprinkler  and
 fire 
alarm systems 
would  cost 
more 
than Spartan City is worth. 
 
 
 
The Student 
Union  Board of 
Directors  joined a 
pool of 
10 other
 
California
 State 
University
 campuses to lessen the 
cost of insurance premiums or
 its 
directors and officers. 
SUBOD joined 
the  pool
 
because  liability 
insurance  for 
directors 
and 
officers
 
went  from $1,500 to $4,100 in three 
years. said 
Ron Barrett, 
director  of the 
Student  Union. 
The  million
-dollar
 
policy,  
which went into effect
 Feb. 
I. will cover 
any 
damage
 which occurs at a SUBOD event. 
Other 
members 
of the pool are
 the CSU 
campuses at 
Chico, 
Los 
Angeles.
 Sacramento.  San 
Bernardino.
 So-
noma. San Luis
 Obispo,  Dorninguet 
Hills. Humboldt, 
Fresno and San 
Francisco. 
 
  
Campus
 fraternities and sororities are scheduled
 to 
compete in a number of 
activities
 this week in order to cre-
ate Greek unity. 
"Greek Week" is open only to 
fraternites
 and sorori-
ties. Single events are 
scheduled  Monday through Thurs-
day. The week 
will culminate it, siring of activites
 Friday. 
On 
This  Date...
 
. . . in 1952 
The almost -completed Chapel
 will he 
dedicated
 by 
special ceremony later
 this week James Martin, chairman 
of
 
the Chapel Dedication 
committee,  said last Friday. Because 
of limited space, the 
service will not he open to everyone. 
The Chapel is to be 
dedicated  so that it will be
 
avail-
able for morning worship
 services during 
Religious
 
Em-
phasis
 week. It also can he used for 
weddings.  fraternity ini-
tiations. morning communion 
services and evening vespers. 
  
 
The last remnants of a 170
-person
 Spartan ski group 
returned to San Jose over the 
weekend after spending a 
snowbound  and partially 
unilluminated  week's vacation at 
Donner 
Summit.
 
In 
addition
 to 
the epidemic. telephone
 and power lines
 
were cut 
off
 at the summit. 
. . . in 1983 
There will he no tuition charged to California State 
University students. the CSU
 board of trustees decided ear-
lier
 this week. 
The hoard failed to pass a tuition and fee proposal sent 
to it by its finance committee. As a result, fee rates for
 fall 
semester will 
probably  not be determined until mid -sum-
mer. said SJSU President Gail Fulllerton after the 
meeting.
 
Fullerton was silent during the meeting but
 said af-
terward the controversy over whether to use the word 
"fees" or "tuition" 
was not merely a matter of semantics 
Using the word "tuition" creates the potential for a large 
increase of costs to the students,  she said. 
"Once the line has been crossed, it's been crossed," 
Fullerton added. 
Classified
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
CHII 0 ABUSE 
TREATMENT  PRO-
GRAM 
Enhance personal  
I pro-
fessional growth as 
Volunteer In-
tern In world 
renowned local
 
program Counseling. support 
services,
 admin 
data
 
processing.
 
public awareness. 
fund-raising,  
etc BI- & mono-lingual, nil rig.
 
jo.. grad  undergrad E sped. 
end 
e from clerical to 
post
-grad. 
Introto-extrovert  WE NEED 
YOU 
Near campus IC E F 
PO Boo 
952. 
$
 J 
95108. call 280-5055 
STUDENT
 DENTAL OPTICAL 
PLAN
 
Enroll 
now' Save your
 teeth, ayes 
and money 
too 
For Information 
and brochure sae A 
S Office or 
call (408)371-6811 
AUTOMOTIVE  
'78 FIREBIRD 
FORMUL
 A.4 spd. 305. 
am.,
 cassette. grt running cond 
New 
clutch.  $3500 (415) 
966-8836   
'74 KHARMAN GHIA Some
 body work 
need. $2800 bo. call 277.2176 
between 
8am-5pm  
79 
FORD. my 
good corgi 
Under  
62,0006
 
0010. new clutch & broke 
pert. New carpel 920-2360 
COMPUTERS
 
WE SELL IBM
 
COMPATIBLE corn 
puler XT complete 
system  Or
 
$070, AT 
complete  system for 
$1195 PC -CON. 
computer & ac 
Nsaorles 404 S 3rd Si  corner
 of 
San Salvador,  2961606 We ac-
cept Visa or MC 
FOR  SALE 
FUTONS!. CREATE
 YOUR own living 
 sleeping space with our futons, 
pillows. & 
games Customs Fin 
tons 
& Pillows 
Plus,  900 S 
Win-
chester
 Blvd 
(behon
 Moorpark 
Williams)San  Jose 
296-6161 
Discount on futons w ad 
GOVT  HOMES Iron, SI ii 
repair
 Fore-
closures. 
repos.
 8 taw deliquant 
Now selling In 
your
 area,  
call
 t 
516-459-3734 est 0.2811. 24 hrs 
SCHWINN
 12 spd
 cycle, 
excelleni  
con-
dition. $150 or best otter 
Cali
 377-
6248
 evenings 
YOU CAN OWN A 
NEW GRAND 
DELTA 10-spaed for Nita than 
$85  MHC Bicycle Sales offers 
low-cost  tranoportatIon needs for 
the student 
Ali sales final 30 day 
guarani. 
Days 942-T736, Eves 
293-4760 ask tor J. 
HELP 
WANTED  
ADVERTISING, MARKETING ASSIS-
TANTS, 
rnisc  office duties
 
for 
local mechanics!!
 contractor Prt-
time SS hr. start irnmed, 200-7400 
AIM INFO CRUISEL INES
 HIRING. 
Summer Cars.. Good Pay
 
Travel  Call for guide,  cassette. 
newsseivicel 
(916)944-4444
 
120 
CONE 
JOIN 
US!'
 
ORIENTATION  
LEADERS now being
 recruited for 
August 87 orientation 
programs 
on 
campus  Applications
 rival, 
able at Student
 Activities and 
Services Office
 Stipend Doodling 
e xtended 
through
 March 27 
DRAFTER
 WANTED Work  
port
 
till summer,  then 
lull 
lima
 oil sum-
mer
 If 
you can lay lead. 0011 Carl 
at 
297-7960  
DRIVERS 
POSITIONS. Part lime
-Avis 
Rent A Car is now accepting ap-
plications  at it  
San Jo. 
Airport
 
location 
Plea69  
apply
 at 1455 
N F Airport Blvd bet.60
 gam 
and
 4prn.  
Monday  
through
 Friday
 
EXHAUST
 PROC 
OPERATORS
 
NEEDED
 at 
VARIAN  
Full
 time. 
Weekend 
shill (Fridey.
 
Nturdity.
 
Sunday,  
Monday)  
Requiter  U 
S 
citizenship,
  
lechnlcol
 orient. 
lion 
and  good 
record  
seeping
 
skills 
Call
 ill at 
(415)  
493-1900,
 
sill
 445 
GENERAL  
OFFICE  
PHONE
 answerer
 
Small 
offIc  Jeans 
oh 
PT
 FT, 
$3
 
50 SS hr 
Call Grog
 
.1
 
994-9172 
GRAPHIC
 ARTIST 
or trainee
 for 
small  
publication 
PT FT. 
Reside
 hours 
G.:looking
 
conditkons,
 
9969872
 
JOBS,
 
JOBS.  
JOBS.
 wool
 
or stu 
dents 
Join 
our 
morkellng
 sled
 
Tab. 
new  and 
renewal
 
magazine  
orders
 by 
phone
 Mon 
Weds 
& 
MI
 
& Sun 
Outstanding
 
earning
 
peeling&  
Call 
370-9090
 
MAILROOM
 ENING 
CI 
ERN,
 Mr
 PT FT 
5450-05
 75 
hr
 Flakible
 hours 
Legible
 
hanchyrning
 
rail 
292
 
1424
 
MAK! 875
 HR AS 
a pro, 
fashion
 
model 
For  
info 
1 
interview 
coo
 
Mess
 Oft. 
6-10 
30pm 
at
 
267-1046 
MEN'. 
ATM 
ETIC 
DEPARTMENT
 
looking
 tors 
marketing
 student
 to 
555151 In 
solos 
calla,  
mliouts.  
and
 
ticket 
sales  
Ability
 to 
sellge.r
 
eta sales 
programs,  
good
 pt.. 
? orrAtmollysted  
Pers.., 
a 
must
 
P1 
640010
 
Call  
Diane
 at 
277-3065
 
PAINT AMERICA"
 Student 
painters.  
full  time,  great opportunity 
Call 
now' Chuck sr 292-0730 66 57 hr 
PART & 
FULL TIME RETAIL 
HE(  
Notional firm propring for Spring 
& Summer work
 if accepted, you 
will  earn 511 75 starling'
 PI (20) 
earn per wk 
equal  5735 FT (40) 
earnings per rek 
equal  $470 No 
exp Is 
needed
 
because
 of our in. 
tensIve on the lob training 
pro-
gram 
Good 
math  & reading skills 
area
 plus Some evening
 
& 
week-
end 
positions are available & 
some 
flexibility is allowed during 
final 
exams In addition. 
It
 you 
qualify 
corporate
 scholarships 
are
 awarded, internships
 are pos-
sible.  & you may earn 2.3.4 cred-
its qtr or 
semester  During your 
winter, spring
 & especially sum-
mer
 
breaks,
 full lime work is 
avail  
Call today tor Info & on Interview.
 
or cell Mon -Fri - between 
10am & 
2pm 275-9885 If the 
line is busy, 
pt.sa be patient & try again
 An 
&oust opportunity  company 
PART 
TIME JOBS". We 
market auto 
club memberships for 
IN
 moor 
oll companies 
Part tune. easy 
hours. weekly 
paychecks
 
$7
 to 
515  hourly commission. complete 
training 
provided  Great experi-
ence
 
for your resume AC SMITH 
CORP 
.747-0570
 
PART TIME 
SA1 ES. Resume and writ-
ing service,
 ascollent commis-
sions Flay Area s most 
experi-
enced Student discounts Car. 
Canter at 243-4070 
PART 
TIME  WAITRESS 
needed  for 
evenings end or weekends
 Call 
M. el Minato 
s998-971r 
PARTY PICS 
INC Now accepting ap-
plications for pert 11rno photogra-
phers No importance needed 
Ask for Kim Tonal
 377-6100 
PHOTOGRAPHER PROMOTER  
looking
 for young &hilts who 
want  career In 
the MODELING 
profession  Call Howard
 for tur 
!her
 Into
 773-4096 
RED EVE is eager
 
In Interview for en 
east 
mgr
 PT 
in our 
Oa...  & 
Sunnyvale 
Mall  Stores Will work 
around
 school schedule. but 
must 
be able to 
open  7 morns
 e 
wk Non-smokers
 interested In 
the excitement ol gals 
high Irish. 
Ion
 clothing Nora al 277-3862 
SECURITY
 OFFICERS". Full 
time part 
INN, all shifts We will 
train Apply In person Mon .Fri 
gam-4pm.  260 Meridian 
An,,
 San 
Joso.
 call 296-5860 
STUDENT 
ASSISTANT  PROGRAM-
MER needed to design a compu-
terized registration  & accounting 
program tor 
Orientation
 Services 
using Deese 
ill 
Salary negotiable 
depending on 
skills  and expert-
enc. Hours Ilevible 
Apply by 
 I 87 in the Student Activities Of. 
fica 
CAE Bldg 277 2167 
TEl EMARKETING START 
TODAY,
 
lull 
port time FlevIttle hours 
54 
hr to start 
commission
  
bonus A 
nellonal carpet
 cleaning 
company
 Is 
looking for 
enthusias-
tic persons to help avpand its Bay
 
area opertion Coll now 
9.-
0770 
WORK STUDY POSITION IN ORIEN-
TATION SERVICES AsIst the 
Coordinator in 
the design & irn. 
elemental.)
 Of
 orientation pro-
grams to be held in IN 
summer
 
turn.,
 students & parents 15.20 
hrs wk. 54 50-54 90 hr flevlbia 
hours 
and
 ittftended hours In 
summer Position open March 30 
Apply now in Student Activities & 
Services Office,
 CAE Bldg 
69 VW BUG.  1C4r. new factory 
eng 
brisk.. tires. seats. etc . main-
lained receipts S1500. 2818730 
HOUSING 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING' Neer San 
Jose  Stole for 
students
 Don't 
hassle
 
periling,
 walk to school 
tree ut11111. monthly disc
 Fully 
furnished, color 
TV VCR and 
housekeeping 
service Shared
 or 
single rooms 
evallabte (Mks
 72 
N 
Sth SI call 
996-0234  
FEMALE 
ROOMMATE  
ND.  *VAS 4 
1. 
El 
DORADO
 APT,  
rent -S310 mo 
pot. SISS mo 
shared Pool, 
cable 
avali 
Call  971.1335 aft Spat
 or
 
ask  
for 
Nani  at 28443700 
UWE
 9 Spin 
FE MAI F ROOMMATE
 NEEDED. 
AV11  Aprli Isi Cypress Ph 
apts.  
$2$S
 
mo IS utli 
Own  rm in 
hr. apt w complete Roc Center
 
Call Jaime 31 30prn at 768.5407 
QUIET
 SI0P1EO 
2.1 lba.529 S 
lth 
St .1500 mo for two person 5500 
dig cleaning. call 257.7688 
ROOMMATE
 WANTED ASAP" Willow 
Glen duplex. 2bdrot
 torn
 . laundry 
Included
 
5375 mo Nil 6 de-
posit Nice area. great person 
Call Ray 798-5524 559-0732 
.11 
N ot 
STUDIO APT. 2 miles NORTH of 
corn
-
pus $425 mo has ovtr 
on
 (stu-
dy bdrm for one) Coll 255-
6647 7709509 or 1.800-87443700 
Also
 need partgrno 
manager  
starling In 
May  
2 UNFURNISHED ROOMS In 4
 hr 
house 
In
 quiet Campbell
 
neigh-
borhood 5 min Inn
 Pruneyerd 
Nonsmokers only Washer
 dryer. 
full privileges 0275 mo plus utlls 
Call 
3771654
 ere.  
1920's DECORATOR APARTMENT" 
CONDO  style. 1 bedroom 
Avail-
able for 
mature  person
 Ion0
 term 
preferred
 Must be 
financially
 
re-
sponsible.
 
clean. quiet and sober 
only 551-553 S 6th St . 293-
0969 287-2077 after Span
 
5450 
SINGLE OCCUPANCY 
LOST
 AND 
FOUND  
LOST', 51000 
REWARD.
 PI EASE 
HELP
 ME! Lieges
 18k gold 
& di-
amond presidential
 Roles watch 
Of great
 sentimentI 
stogie  Any 
into
 call (415)
 651-6524 
PERSONALS
 
EXPLORE YOUR POSITIVE
 FUTURE. 
First-class metaphysical  counsel-
ing 
Is
 ...gent 
for finding ilte di-
rection end purpose. vocational
 
guidance, 
deep
 self-knowledge 
clarifying lif transitions. 
relationship compatibility and 
profound insights Into life dynam-
ics and your 
souls
 path I 
have  
been
 in private practice .5  Pro. 
f.slonal
 Psychic Consultent and 
Astrologer since 1970 and use  
vast array of techniques in serv-
ing you 
A sing,. session 
does 
the job-amazingly rapid.
 
..the 
and 
practical NS hr. $45 30 
min 
References
 Carol 
Willis. N A Coll 
(408) 
734.9110
 lor appointment
 or 
to be placed on the moiling 
list for 
INtures 
workshops  classes 
FEMAI E 
COMPANION
 WANTED to 
live  with sincere handicapped 
man 
Want  to establish
 a 
lasting  
relationship' 
Please call Rrien  at 
298-7308 
FLOTATION PEI AX ZION Stressed 
out,,, Come to the
 only Nate 
gum 
in Northern California imag-
ine 
yourself
 Noting on a 30% sa 
11. solution
 Your body forgets 
tIre
 wet. The muscles INA 
usually
 hold you sgalnot
 gravity 
can
 now I el Go' The eLperience 
Is like floating in specs Results", 
Total 
muscular  relaxation You 
come away 
from the ...largo 
feeling you va been v.ationing 
for
  week in 
Maul  Cell now for in 
formation or better still. as  first
 
time 
tloater.
 
call for an oppoint-
ment and bring this ad tor 5 25% 
discount  
11.1 for 530
 
TRAN-
QUILITY PI ACE, 445 
Washington  
St Santa Clara. Ca 
(4081 243-
7200 
HI, I'm RAY RIVERA. e pledge at 
SIGMA Al PHA MU' 
1w
 now ac-
cepting applicants
 for my SPRING 
17 PLEDGE DANCE dale Sand 
pplications
 to 567
 
5 8th Si 
or
 
call 
279-9397  to set up an 
ontor 
vlevs 
H1L LEL 
JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA-
TION,.
 Shabbal dinners. pertles. 
Sundoy brunches. Nctures,
 Tues-
day 
'lunch
 
and  1a.m. 
1515.11 
n 
dancing,  holiday ceiebrellons 
For 
information  cog
 Hlilel 
IP 294-
(4311
 
INSTANT
 CREDIT. 
NO
 credit chock. 
No tifterest 
charges'  
You  ere oil& 
ON 
Unlimited  credit lino with 
full 
color catalog, VCR's
 Nwelry  and 
more FREE Inforrnellon  please 
forgo Nstionel Home Shoppers,  
Boa 90359, San Jo.,
 Ca 95109 
SERVICES 
BACKACHE, PM MEPI C011 EGE Of 
CHIROPRACTIC .West is currently
 
accepting patients for FREE 
to-
 inotions & treatment. as part of 
 research project if you have 
hel low 
back pain for more than 
sly months 
& ars 20-55 yaws old. 
pi.sa nail the college 
at 
(400)244 N07  
v401 
3:PALTAII
 
fLiv.r.uf
 
Advertise
 
277-3171
 
BARE IT AI Stop shoving. waking, 
tweezing  or using chemical dept.. 
toff. lot rn permanently 
re 
move your unwanted half chin. 
bikini, tummy,
 moustache, NO 
15 percent
 discount
 
to students 
and faculty Call before June 1, 
1987 and get your first spot at 
12
 
price Unwanted Hair Disappears 
With My Care Gwen Cheigren
 
RE., 559-3500.164S S Bascom 
A... OC Kan Today
 Gone To 
DATA AN.
 'ISIS 
Clear 
egg.
 
notions reasonable Uhl multIve 
'Isla statistics /BS Research 
Ass. 
(415(349.4407 
F DITORIA1 SERVICES RE -writing 
Thesis development  propartion 
Statistics All fields Catalog Ber 
Maley (4 t 5) 526-4957, 6410036 
FE 
S 
IF
 
S is that ELECTRONIC DE 
SIGN PROJECT due and you have 
no resources for 
ideas or whiff to 
build, S141 
Electronics
 Is
 com-
mitted to otter low coal consult-
ing needs for  the student Call 
days 942-7736. Eves 293-4780 
ask for Joe 
EL ECTROL YSIS INICm UN-
WANTED HAIR 
removed
 forever 
Confidential  335 5 Baywood 
Ave San 
Jose. 
call 247-7486 for 
appointment
 
GETTING MARRIED,,,,, WEDDING 
F1 OWFRS should add to the 
beauty of the moment Custom 
designs at. student's rale Ten 
years 
asp in fr.h silks The 
Floral Approach at 976-1211 
KEYS MADE, LOCKOUTS opened. re 
keying. locks & desdbolls in-
stalled, master keying Call 9 
00
 
to 600 Mon thru Sat (Sun by 
op& only) licensed -bonded -mo-
bile 10% discount on labor 
wfth 
this ad Special rates for 
senior  
citizens,
 SJSU students. stet & 
faculty FREE estimates 'EMER-
GENCIES 
ANYTIME'
 Cali Ron 
Hughes. Evergreen Loarievit 
Security Services, 270-3277.
 San 
Jose All work guaranteed 
PROFESSIONS! WEDDING PHOTOG-
RAPHY by a SJSU grad Cherish 
your
 priceless memories foreve 
Budget end debt.e  packages 
available Complimentary
 8  10 
when you mention this 
ad For 
FREE sppointmenl 
cell Paul 
Smith Photography at 258-1329 
PROFESSIONAI  DISC JOCKEY by 
Desk.  M1c1.1, formerly 
of KSJS 
You on got Me party, 
were
 got 
the music' Michel 
Productions  
provides
  wide verlety ol music 
for 
your
 wedding, party,  or dance 
at reasonable   Call 
Desiree  
or Phil 
et 749.7820  
WEDDING  PHOTOGRAPHY by 
KIRK 
KUPIRIAN Distinctive portraiture 
with  
sensitive touch A verlely 
of packages to 
choose  from. all 
resonbly  
priced  By appoint-
ment
 (408) 759-5941 
TYPING 
OSSA 
ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT, 
ACCOUNTABILITY.  AC6NOW1  
EDGE/UN F in typing
 that's tops 
trust Tony
 2962087 Thanks 
St SO per pogo 
double spec. 
Avalloble
 Nvon days weekly 
Quick 
turnaround  
11 work guar 
snloed 
Thanks  
AAAAH 
PERFECTION,  LASER 
Bloom County 
Ace `c 
Isaac  Newt 
iF 
EVERYONE
 
DECIDED
 711,47 
1.4 '4r \ 
Good Clean
 Fun 
Berke Breathed 
14C46 4 Met 514W?
 
13 Al'  crxrle IN 
PACO 
321!,CAL
 ftRiTY 434/51NO
 
4W CO NIIMAG ANIMAL S FOR 
OVA AIX 
AW E603 0 NO 
nor 4Car7fIlte 
1745N
 IOW*
 
,--\  ?HEM. 
) 
tj,4
 
-., 
... 
, y 
- 
r \ 
I HeRter 
gea.AAT-  
110 
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Classified
 
PRINTER typeset
 quellty output 
Word processing at Rs beat Hove 
done own master s thesis 
Expert
 
enc. In resumes. letters. theses. 
professional 
backup
 & group 
protects No job too email or 
too 
largo Reasonable Call Barbe at 
979-4370 TODAY'
 
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every 
time  Es 
perlenced,  professional word pro. 
ceasing papers. theses, re-
surnes, office overflow,
 mailings. 
newsletters Student Discounts 
Guerenfeed 
work
 Only 10 min 
Lite. from 
campus  Words and 
More (Pamela)
 923-7810 
 REST PAPER when we 
ve word 
processed II' Protesslormi
 typing -
editing of your term papers 
theses,  letters. whatever Guar 
o nteed ONCOIWICIF Foperienced 
word processors,  dependoblo,  
foal and available 
NE
 San Jose 
Cell 251-0449 
ACADEMIC
 AND PROFESSIONAL 
word processing PJ's Word 
Pro-
cessing Service otters 
quality,  
guaranteed WWI. Expertenced In 
hem papers. Wrests,  group pro. 
(acts,  
resumes,  manuscripts and 
letters
 
Only
 minutes from 
cam-
pus Call PJ at 923-2309 
ACADEMIC WORD 
PROCESSING -923-
13461 20% 
STUDENT
 DISCOUNT 
All formats (SPA, MLA. 
etc lend group projects welcome 
Free
 spell check end disk storage 
Experienced thesis and
 
publics. 
lion
 typist Standard
 end
 
cassette transcription Word pro-
cessing
 instruction evellaiks 910 
5 Mon Fri Ry appointment 
Chrystoi 
923-6461
 
ACCURATE
 ACCOMPLISHED,
 
AWARD WINNING 
typist ICI min 
utirs from SJSU 10 years eves& 
Rode typing research 
papers, 
manuscripts, tape 
tran.ription
 
and 
will meet all dom..* 
Hourly  
rates 
Work  guaranteed Jane al 
251 
5942
 
API
 US TYPING 12 years exponent/1 
1 2 block from 
bus bid* Rapid 
turnaround Setrictric II & Epson 
0-800
 St 
50
 pigs,
 minimum 
charge. $5  Available seven days 
 week Call Tom at
 292-4096 
Ell OSSOM
 HIL L SANTA TERESA 
AREA last 
.curate typing and 
word processing 
e0e11a51e
 .ven 
days p week AClidTIC 
business  
and personal typing  welcome 
Call 
365-1012 
BURNING THE MIDNIGHT 011 , Two 
linger typing got you down, 
Then 
call
 0,11 01 A WORD OR TWO 
tor 
quality
 
typing  of 
reports  
and 
theses 287-8442. If no 
answer
 
oleo. I.ve mes.ge 
CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL 
WORD PROCESSING Repo. 
theses,  group propects. resumes 
APS  
specialty
 
Quick return on 
all
 pop*.
 All work 
guaranteed 
Per page and hourly rates
 Alma-
den 
Branham area Free disk 
stor-
oge 
PROF  STENO 
TYPING 
SERVICE at
 264-4504 
FINEST KIND WORD 
PROCESSING' 
All types of papers 
all
 lengths 
$1 35 page 
typing Or 
spelling 
St
 
65
 pogo
 typing 
& tun prow 
resding Campbell 
sreelocal
 
pickup & delivery 666-6960 
DAYSTAR SECRETS..  Probes.
 
sional student
 typist and skillled  
word emcees. 
Dependable  and 
best'
 Porte& 
flnihed documents 
from law printer 
(no 
ly1.  
whiteout, etc ) SI SO per pogo 
Call Sharon al 
358-2717  
To
 y 
repeat clients. call
 10
 
reserve  time 
tor your
 protects 
before
 end
-of 
semester  rush 
is on.) 
EDITING
 WORD PROCESSING
 796 
9440Form. English 
motor  can 
assist  w grimmer.  
vocabulary
 
sentence structure 
Term re 
.arch  
papers  ( SPA. 
Tureblen,
 
Campbell),  also resumes cover 
iet I imitate copy pl.. Students 
end leculty welcome
 Willow  
Glen 
area,  easy
 to locate Call 
Mrs 
Morton
 766-9448 
ENTERPRISE 
WORD
 PROCESSING
 
Term papers.
 rewerch papers. 
theses
 & dissertations  (Campbell,
 
Turabian, AP 
3rd  *CI 
I. 
.reen 
plays. resumes. cover & follow-up 
letters.  rnsnuscrIpts 
(books. eel
-
dies,
 short slog.). transcription
 
FREE 
SPELCHEK,  
copy edit 
(if  re 
quesled(,  proof,  disc 
storage
 Stu-
dent 
1 acuhy discounts Ouick 
turnaround
 Sant. Clara 
245-
5875 
F 
XPERIENCED
 SECRETARY for
 your 
.adernic,  business. legal
 word 
proc.sIng needs Term 
papers.  
reports,  resumes. cover
 letters. 
group  protects. 
manuals,
 theses 
dissertations.  elc All ticadornic
 
formats  
PA Free disk stor. 
age, Stoll CHF K. 
punctuation
 and 
grommar
 assistance 
All
 work 
guar.1.41 Professional.
 quick & 
dependable .rvica
 
at AFFORDS -
BI F RATES" Call 
Pam at 247 
7681 
(Santo Chiral Further say 
ings with rrrrrrr 
I discounts. 
PROCESS
 IT WRITE" Faculty 
and  Mu 
dents can rely on 
mccurat
 
timely
 production of newsletters. 
reports resumes publications 
manuscripts  correspondence.
 
etc WIII aid in grammar spoiling 
punctuation
 For prompt
 7 
day 
respon.. Nave 
message for 
Pamela et 275-6253 
PROF FSSIONAI EDITING OF term pa-
pers theses, and dissertations  
Please  call 554-8650 
RESUMES... Distinctive and 
Profts
 
Lionel We 
write
 
and 
prim 
your  re 
sumo, pre.nling your quellftc
 
iloon 
in away Mot gets you 
the 
job letter quality las. printing 
Cover letters and envelopes
 also 
avail Ren.nable rates Student
 
discounts
 Call us, Dion Business
 
Communications  at 988-1602 
SUCCESS 
ENTERPRISE  PROFFES 
SIONAI typing
 
A business spry
 
-
ices Fast reasonable
 
and near 
urdwireiry
 C011(408)292.4047  
SUCCESS
 ENTERPRISES 
peorrs-
SIONAL typing and busines 
services Fest, 
reasonable
 
and 
near 
university Coll 1406) 792. 
4047 
TERM PAPERS
 RESUMES. Neel 
help' Call 
SOS'Word
 Pro'
 
coesIng Spell 
Check  Letter Quid-
. Printers
 Resumes (10 
copies 
in& 
I 
Cover letters Envelop. 
Photocopies choice of paper 
Experienced  Yet inewponalve 
735-.41S
 (Sue) Sunnyvale 
TYPING.° REASONABLE RATES!' 
Santo Clara wee Call 
Patti 
at
 246-
5633
 
TYPING
 $200 page. resume IS a up. 
minimum 
charge
 
$S We use IBM 
compatible,
 Wordstar word pro-
COOSOf and letter quality 
printer  
PC -CON.
 404 S 3rd Si corner of 
San
 Salvador
 One block from 
campus Call 795-1606 
WORD
 EXPERTISE
 Word Processing
 
thesis 
dis.rtellon  mothiscrIpt 
English
 French
 Spanish
 
14081
 
371-8220  
WORD 
PROCESSING'
 Students, 
in-
structora small 
business  Term 
papers. 
thesis. resumes man-
uals. dIssitetallons,
 mass moiling,  
spell check.
 etc 
Reosonot.
 
rates Call K 
& 111 Desktop 
Serv-
ices  al 274-7671 
Limit.  pick up 
& delivery  
WORD
 
PROCESSING.  
Term
 papers, 
reports.
 etc 
Students.
 reculty 
Fast. 
Ncurate  
Convenient  loco-
tion off INC
 eigh Call  lllsda
 for 
roles at 
998-0764  
WORD 
PROCESSING,  
term popers  
low rotes Ouick
 turnaround Pek 
up delivery tivall 772-0414 
ZEE s 
TYPING  AND SECRETARIAL
 
SERVICES
 Fast,
 
accurate
 work 
&ego./
 seven clays  won
 0-
rated in
 In.
 
Fliossom
 Hill Santa 
Tore. or. 
Coll
 365 101? 
Ad Rates 
Minimum three 
lines on one day 
One 
Two 
Three  Four 
Five 
Daly 
Days Days 
Days Days 
Each
 
Extra 
Day 
Print Your
 Ad 
Here
 
(Count  
approkrrnate(y
 30 
letters  and 
spaces  for 
each
 lone) 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111
 
3 Lines $355 
$435 
$4 75 $500 
$520 
$ 90 
4 
L ines
 $4 35
 $5 15 
55 55 
$580 $600 
$1
 
05
 
5 Lines 
$515
 
$600 $635
 $660 
$680
 
$I
 20 
6 
Lines  
$595
 $680 
$7
 
15
 
$7 40 $760 $I 35 
(111111111111111111111L4
 
Each Additional
 Line Add $ 80 
Semester  
Rates
 (All Issues)
 
5-9 Lines $46
 00 
 
10 14 I, ines
 $63 00 
15 Plus 
L ines $80
 00 
Phone 
277-3175 
I Circle a 
Classification  
IAnnouncements
 
Automotive 
Travel 
Stereo
 
Help Wanted 
Housing
 
For 
Sale 
Typing 
Personals
 
Services  
lost & 
Found  
Computers 
Print Name 
Address    
City
 A State   
Enclosed  
is
 $ 
1 
Phone  
  
Zip   
Days 
SENO CHECK MONEY
 ORDER 
OR
 
CASH
 TO 
SPARTAN
 DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS 
San 
Jose Slate 
University
 
San Jose. 
California
 95192 
Classified Desk
 Located Outside DBMS 
Hours 9'00 A 
M to330P 
 
Deadline  Two days prior
 to 
publication
 
 Consecutive publication dates only 
 No refunds 
on
 cancelled ads 
Campus  
Tuesday,  March
 24,
 
1987/Spartan
 
Daily  
Associated
 
Students
 
Election  
1987
 
Fee
 
decrease
 saves
 
an otherwise
 boring 
election 
campaign
 
/ /0.A. Irorn 
moo  / 
Consider.
 
, Both 
parties
 are in favor 
ol
 a permit 
iwrk 
mg plan  
in the
 
irages. tinder this plait. 
students
 would buy a pass
 at the start 01 the 
se
 - 
mesier
 and would 
not  hase to 
pay the daily 75 
elm 
,aould
 like 
the permit plan along 
ith the t "minuet! use oil 
quarters lor students 
w 
hit 
would 
not
 
want
 to buy a permit. ' said 
Chapin 
Mc! agrees 
-We 
would 
want
 the permit plan along 
a coin
-operated
 
system.-  he said "The 
permit plan would go 
until 12-10 p.m. 
and then 
the coins 
would
 he for less lrequent users This 
the problemut
 
non 
students  
using  
Me immix 
Howes  er.  
the permit plan is already 
out
 01 
S hands Earlier 
this semester. 
umsersity  
pit...Mem
 Gail Fullerton 
said
 that if adjustments 
t in he made tor nighttime
 and weekend s isi-
it 
its,
 she
 
v)ould
 approve it. 
In this area, the
 only dillerence is 
that 
ASAP 
would like change 
machines in the 
ga-
rage REAL'. 
McLennan Wiese, 
Mai  the 
op-
erational
 cost would outweigh
 the benefits. 
, All patties  are It
 eviended
 library
 
hour, 
"The library 
hours are going to he es -
tended
 on 
Sundays.
  McLennan said. 
-That  is 
due to the work 
of
 
last
 year's
 REAL party 
we want
 to 
continue
 that work 
In addition to 
the library. Carroll 
would 
like to see 
the wood shop and 
music
 
building 
open longer
 and on 
weekends.  
"A lot ill 
students  try to get 
the majority 
of 
their  work done on the 
weekends, hut this 
campus is 
almost
 shut down 
completely,-  he 
said.
 
Howeser.
 Carroll 
realizes  that these prob-
lems are out 
ol 
the  students 
hands.
 
''Those
 things are decided 
at a higher 
level with Deukmejian
 and Reagan." he said 
, All three 
parties are 
also for
 helping 
students at SJSU 
with child care. 
'We 
would  lobby through
 the 
('SSA
 to 
help the Frances 
Gullen  child care center. -
McLennan
 said. 
"Two
 of our
 candidates.  Tom 
Boothe 
and  Bob Gunter, have 
been very in-
volved  at the ('SSA
 
Charg in agrees. 
"We support it," 
Chargin said. "It is a 
concern for many 
students  on campus." 
Like it or hate it. the proposed 
repeal  (il 
1,1,1
 year's Stt student
 association 
lee
 increase 
has enlisened what would have
 
been a boring 
election 
REAL party 
to
 
sponsor
 
alcohol
 
awareness
 day 
It) 
Dans  Ingehretsen 
lady
 
stall
 writer 
An 
ekC111  billed as 
"alcohol  
Is 
slated
 tor 
today in the 
Student
 Union 
.munhum Room. Sponsored
 by the REAL 
parts and the (keel, 
Week  council. the ''day''
will  ittualls 
he 
ahout an 
hour 
long,  lasting 
iom 
4141,1p  
in 
I situ films %sill he shown. They are 
Know When to Say 
When,- and "Happy 
t rt hday . 
Ray .  Sgt Theresa Edel . Univer-
s ty Police Department 
investigator
 and crime 
ores
 
ention officer
 is 
also 
scheduled to speak. 
Rick
 Thomas. REAL candidate
 Mr direc-
101 01 community
 affairs. is coordinating the
 
cs ciii 
Ilitimas said the ASAP party
 is hung up 
the lees issue
 and he wants to turn
 students' 
wienhon 
to other campaign 
issues.  
Thits
 is a small
 
evaniplc
 01 finy) ideas
 
ss hal I I.Se 
got  a 
lin ol 
other 
ideas  
hiss
 
h. Addles. problems in the SJSU com-
immns 
This
 is nisi one ot 
them,-  Thomas 
Office
 seeker
 
complains
 to 
election 
board 
III 
R.
 from 'mgt. I 
against 
ASAP and the lee repeal 
However.  
members
 01 the election 
hoard  said
 
they 
do
 not 
belies
 e the 
flier came trout either party 
Romero.
 who 
pushed  
or
 the $8 repeal 
it
 
appear on this week's general election
 
ballot.  
had three complaints about  the they 
The 
lost 
was Mai
 the
 liter 
was  
not
 sub 
milled  to 
the 
chairperson  
ol the 
election  
board  
More being 
distributed
 
Act 9. the A S election
 code, states that 
all election material
 must he checked by the 
hoard before
 
it can he 
distributed  
Regarding
 
this point. the hoard
 s 
I V. 11 to send 
this
 complaint to the 
iii i,iit 
A 
S ;ids se, .11111Cellim abstained. 
Secondly.  
Romero
 
contended  that 
the 
flier 
v 
iolated  
the  Student 
Union  
policy
 in regard
 
to
 
the 
distribution  it  election 
materials
 within the 
'num
 
Cellim was 
not sure it either 
the election 
hoard or 
the judiciary could 
rule in this matter
 
He 
suggested
 to Romero that it he 
brought
 he 
lore 
the 
SIllt1C111 
Union  Board in 
Directors.
 
who 
decide 
Student
 
I 'mon 
policy 
 'no's third 
point  was that the 
liter
 
was  
thIse
 and 
misleading.  
Ile told 
the  board 
he 
would
 
pros  ide
 the 
appropriate  
verification
 to 
hack up his 
claim The 
election  board
 recruit 
mended 
this  allegation 
to the judiciary
 by a 5 
01 count. 
Cellini
 once again 
abstained and 
Matt  
Shembler.
 an A S 
election 
hoard  mem  
her,  
was out
 ol the 
room 
A 
question
 
addressed  by the 
election
 
hoard 
was  
whether  a 
person
 not involved in 
the 
election
 would 
know
 
the mks
 ot Act 
9,
 
which  
is the 
election
 code 
for SIM' 
Steve 
Cressy,  
ASAP's
 controller 
candi-
date.
 said 
''Ignorance
 is no 
excuse.  
This
 
comment
 
brought
 a smile from Roger 
Wert. 
who has been lighting
 against putting 
the 
proposed
 lee 
repeal
 
on the ballot. Wert, who 
is 
expected
 
it) 
continue  
his
 battle 
helore
 
the 
A.S 
judiciary
 nest week,
 had been 
trying  to keep 
the 
initialise
 
tilt
 the 
ballot  due to 
wording  tech 
nicalines
 
However.  the 
election
 hoard voted 
Thursday
 
to put it 
on
 the ballot. 
Wert said the 
election
 hoard was going 
against  
its earlier 
decision
 by referring
 
this
 
matter 
10111C the 
tudiciary 
"I
 elle 
precedence."
 Wert 
said.  "For 
the 
very 
same 
reason
 that 
you  
allowed
 the 
initialise  
to 
go 
on the 
ballot...  
The hoard 
did not 
acknowledge
 Wen's 
complaint 
The  tuthciary 
has no date 
set 
Inc
 its 
nest  
meeting. 
said
 
He said the main emphasis of the event 
will
 he 
to
 educate students
 to "know your body 
and 
know 
yourself.-  
People  
should  
know  
how 
far they 
can  go in 
consuming alcohol 
before  
they 
are  out of 
control.  Thomas
 said. 
REAL wants to make 
students aware that 
an alcohol abuse problem exists and introduce 
them to ways of handling the problem. he said. 
In 
198h 
approvimately
 100 
people 
were 
arrested either on campus
 or within sit hltxls 
of the campus
 
or
 being drunk 
in
 public or dris - 
mg under the influence
 of alcohol. UPD 
Sgt. 
Ales Douro.  said.  
'Every 
student  has a right to 
drink  as 
much as 
they
 want. and I don't 
want
 to take 
away that right. I lust want to 
make people 
aware of the problem.- 
Thomas
 
said. 
'Alcohol and drunk 
(losers are not 
I 
sub-
ects)
 to 
he taken 
lightly
 It is 
1011C 111:11 students
 
he 
made aware of this problem 
and that SM. 
does something about this.  Thomas said 
Communications
 
The
 Associated 
Students
 director of 
communications
 
is the 
official  representa-
tive
 
or
 the 
group
 to on-
 and oll-campus
 
media.
 
The director,  
in
 coordination with the 
other 
directors.
 publicizes A.S. activities 
and seeks input into A.S. hoard of director 
decisions
 
The 
director
 is responsible 
or
 
advertising
 A.S. meetings and 
achy  ities 
and distributing information iti the student 
body. 
The
 officer is also expected to 
prepare
 
and distribute reference materials to the 
gallery at hoard of directors meetings. 
Q
Why should students
 
sote
 tor 
.
 
 . 
QWhat
 are 
your 
priorities
 for ma-
. naging
 and 
spending  
student
 
 n ))) nes '' 
Q
What problems and challenges 
 do ),ou 
foresee  for your office 
 
.'sr  
the coming year? 
Q
 
blow do you 
perceise  your !vile
 
 %%Olin the A.S. and 
r 
the 
unise 

 
say.'
 
Donna
 Ka) tor 
Jr., Communications 
REAL 
worked
 in the A.S. office for two 
years now I have been
 involved 
with 
many 
groups 
on
 the campus. I 
see what students want Irum student gov-
ernment
 
and what 
they want 
it) get from it. 
Working in the office
 Isee
 the other end. I 
want to connect the two. I want people 
to 
sec how 
student government works and 
how 
thev can get involved with it. 
My
 position doesn't really deal with 
that. But I think as a whole what 
our 
party 
wants  to do is 
make sure 
Mai the money is budgeted not to one spe-
cial group.
 hut is budgeted fairly. I would 
like it) let students know what money is 
as ailable to them, and
 then whatever lean 
do on the board when it comes to delegat-
ing money
 . 
Idon't
 really see any problems  
I just 
see 
that this 
position
 is 
one
 that you 
make the most of it what you do for 
it. how
 much you put into it. My biggest 
challenge is to 
make
 sure that students 
know
 what is going on and 
also to get  them 
involved . . .and 001 have the students reel 
apathetic toward 
school.  You 
come . . because you have friends there. 
Iwant
 to 
he the
 
person  who 
is 
connect-
ing what
 happens in the A.S.
 with the 
university. 
l'n) the in-between person.
 
I'm 
hoping to take 
vi 
hat
 happens
 with 
A.S. . 
. . and let the students 
know
 what 
is happening. Wm 
also hoping to) make 
them
 aware  . . . of what's happening if 
they do want to gel 
involved  . . . (or) they 
want to 
complain  about it. 
Ruh Franco
 
Sr.,  
Communications
 
ASAP 
The
 
office  of 
director  of 
communica-
tions 
slides  right in 
well with 
my
 
double 
majors.  which 
are  commu-
nications
 studies and 
speech  
pathology  and 
ideology. I know 
through  
jobs
 I've had al-
ready that 
I can come 
across to 
people  well 
and I 
can  make 
my
 point very
 clear. And 
I 
think 
with  this job 
that's  what 
they
 need. 
The
 main 
thing that
 comes 
to mind 
when I think 
of that is the fee 
in-
creases
 we've been 
seeing. And 
we're going 
to try to at least
 stop the fee 
in-
creases and
 at most try 
to
 reduce the 
pre-
sent tees that we 
are paying. Instead 
ol . . . spending 
anti then not 
producing
 
anything, 
we want to see 
if we can cut 
spending
 and still
 produce 
for the 
students
 
Ithink
 we are 
going 
to see a 
lot tit 
new
 
faces  on the 
A.S.
 And we're 
going to 
have
 to learn, all 
of
 us. how to 
work 
to-
gether  well 
as
 a team and 
not as individuals
 
from different 
parties.
 And I think 
ibis
 
going to take a little while . 
. . to 
get 
to 
know each 
other.  When 
that
 happens we 
have to strive 
to
 he a very 
product's
 e 
power on 
campus.  
Ihave
 a lot of 
responsibilities.
 including 
making sure the 
students know 
what's  
going on in our 
meetings.
 I'm also in 
charge
 of advertising and 
publicizing
 all 
the things 
that  A.S. does to students. 
Again, trying to 
represent them and make 
them
 aware of what is going on.
 Try tom  
general, as a party and an 
individual,  do 
anything lean to better represent
 people. 
Sponsored
 
Programs  
The Associated Students director ol 
sponsored
 
programs
 is 
expected  to act as a 
liaison  and to 
keep a current knowlege
 of 
programs
 funded through the 
A.S.
 special 
allocations  process. 
The 
director makes recommendations 
on the reversion
 of money to the A.S.
 gen-
eral
 fund and serves as one 
of the hoard of 
directors'
 
representatives on the Special 
Allocations 
Committee.  
Why
 
should 
students
 vote 
for 
 
ou?  
 
What are your prionties 
for on.' 
 
naging and spending studeni 
 
money"'
 
Q
What problems and challenges 
. do you livresee  for 
your
 office 
 over the
 coming year? 
Q
How do 
you  
perceive
 your 
role  
 within 
the A.S.
 and the 
univer-
 
sity? 
Francois  
Larrivee  
Sr., 
English 
REAL 
As
 director
 iii sponsored programs
 I 
think I 
could do 
a good job because 
seseral  
oi the 
assets that are 
nec-
essary
 for the 
position  I have. 
I have a di -
s erse 
background.
 
I've
 been 
on
 several 
campuses and 
invoked  
in 
several  student 
pmgrams
 and act is 
ales  going 
on.
 And so 
I'd 
he sensitive 
to many of 
the issues 
that
 
would he 
raised 
before
 time.  
Priorities
 include 
instructional 
and  ed-
ucational
 programs. 
Since this is a 
very 
diserse
 university 
we want to be 
able to 
accommodate  
as many of 
the 
groups  on 
campus  as 
possible.  We 
have  
several  
groups
 here 
which  are 
nationally  
renowned
 and I 
don't think 
ales 'se been
 
given
 enough
 
attention.
 
As
 the liaison
 
between
 the 
hoard and 
the Special Allocations Committee 
there are 
necessarily 
pmhlems
 of 
communication.
 I 
would  see 
that  as the 
main 
obstacle
 of that 
position,  
which I'm 
sure I can overcome.
 
/see
 
myself  as a link 
between  the mu 
dents and
 the university the link be-
tween 
what
 the students 
want to do, 
reel is needed
 and what the
 university 
is
 
able
 
to offer them 
accommodate  them. 
And that's
 really it. the 
liaison 
between
 
two 
groups  and 
hopefully
 to he a 
catalyst
 
to
 
pros ide 
opportunities  lor 
students
 10 bring 
out the hest 
John Bliss 
Sr., 
Music  
ASAP 
Students
 should vote for me because
 
ills hackround 
and my ideas would 
serse
 the hest interest ot 
this  pn)gram. 
My background
 as a musician and as a 
leader  g is e me the experience in 
dealing  
with people in 
real
 life situations. My 
ethics will 
benefit  the students because I 
am  not out to 
increase  their fees and spend 
their 
money  
unwisely.
 
My
 priorities 
tor managing student 
money are to prioritize 
programs  
that are 
benefiting the 
community  
,ms
 
.m whole. For 
instance.
 I don't think 
it's  
w Ise to 
spend  huge chunks 
of
 money on 
political organizations
 that are only 
bene-
fiting 
a small part of the
 community. 
unless  
they
 
are 
of
 a substantial  scale to benefit the 
entire  
students.
 
/suppose
 that 
the biggest challenge in 
dealing
 with groups 
that want money
 
Inc specific
 things. The main 
problem 
I'm going
 to face is 
reversing  
tradition.
 
The tradition is to 
spend more than 
nec-
essary and not
 spend it in the
 right places 
I'm going 
to
 instead go in the 
opposite di-
rection 
. . and 
actually
 give groups
 more 
money  with less 
lees.
 
I
think I speak
 very 
well  for the 
needs of 
the stutkni 
community.  lam 
a 
com-
muter 
student
 right 
now,  hut I 
have
 
lived in a 
lot of different
 situations,
 dorm 
life anti 
things  
like
 that. lam
 a 
musician.
 I 
have  a 
widely
 diverse
 hackround
 in terms
 
of 
my
 interests
 and 
experiences.
 And I 
think  I'll he 
open
 to answering
 the ques-
tions 
and  
miss -wring 
the 
concerns.
 
Fric 
Kopf
 
Jr., Industrial Design 
HOG 
Acouple
 of 
weeks ago I 
talked with 
these petitioners out in front 
of the 
garage. 
(They  said last year  only 
about 6(X) students out
 of 2.5.1X10 
voted
 for 
a fee increase).  That 
shows there is 
an apa-
thetic majority of students on the campus 
and my feeling 
is
 that our party
 is trying
 
to 
appeal to the apathetic majority and so 
we're
 trying 
to
 represent 
(it). 
Well.
 I 
haven't
 decided my priori-
ties 
yet,  at this time. 
Well,
 
I'm 
an
 optimist.  so I don't  see 
any 
problems
 coming up.
 I think 
it will he 
a challenge
 to set
 my 
priorities. 
As
 a 
member
 of the
 
Hedonisic
 
Oppor-
tunist  
Guild,  all
 the 
principles
 we 
believe
 in. It's 
not  
my n)le 
in 
the 
A.S. and
 the 
university.
 
It's
 their 
role, 
the  
A.S. 
and the
 
university,
 in 
my
 
direction,
 
where
 I'm 
going 
to go.
 My 
role 
in 
the  uni-
versity
 is 
sort  of 
irrevelant
 right 
now. 
